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The legal, practical, and functional capacity deficits in Afghanistan resulting from thirty-five years of conflict, collapsed institutions, and a tradition of informal and localized power structures cannot be overcome in a mere fifteen years.
Summary

- The legal, practical, and functional capacity deficits in Afghanistan resulting from thirty-five years of conflict, collapsed institutions, and a tradition of informal and localized power structures cannot be overcome in a mere fifteen years.

- The strategic “light footprint” envisioned by the international community in 2001 resulted in undercoordinated and underplanned reconstruction efforts, even as donor funding and international troop levels steadily increased.

- Since the departure of the majority of foreign forces, a resurgent Taliban and thriving drug trade have contributed to the highest civilian casualties since the UN began tracking them in 2009.

- The 2004 Constitution includes numerous internal contradictions and ambiguities and skews authorities toward the president at the expense of other branches of government.

- Afghanistan has held eight elections for public office between 2004 and 2014, resulting in broadly representative governing bodies. The peaceful and democratic transition of power from Hamid Karzai to Ashraf Ghani in 2014 was the first of its kind in Afghan history.

- The constitutionality of the sitting parliament and National Unity Government is both debated and questionable.

- Periodic reform agendas overemphasize expected outcomes and underemphasize processes to build inclusive coalitions rooted in a common vision.

- Civil society and media have proliferated, contributing to service delivery, access to information, advocacy, and accountability. Yet a significant number of organizations rely on foreign funding. As the donor pool shrinks, so does the availability of critical services they provide.

- Corruption remains pervasive and affects all sectors and all levels of government.

- The judiciary is perceived as one of the country’s most corrupt institutions and the application of justice is at best uneven.

- Egregious human rights violations are committed by a range of state actors who face virtually no accountability.

- Afghanistan’s economy has made uneven progress since 2001. Despite improvements, macroeconomic health remains fragile.
Introduction

In January 2002, the Consortium for Response to the Afghan Transition (CRAFT) took a snapshot of Afghanistan immediately after the fall of the Taliban and agreement on provisional arrangements in Bonn.1 At the time, much of the information available on Afghanistan focused on military and other hard security issues. The CRAFT team, with representatives from four organizations, looked at soft security, seeking to complement existing reporting. The team’s report, “Filling the Vacuum: Prerequisites to Security in Afghanistan,” focused on the country’s electoral, human rights, and rule of law landscape. It was released in May 2002.

Fourteen years later, members of the CRAFT team returned to Kabul to assess the changes and new challenges since that first report. Kabul in 2016 was a very different city from what it had been in 2002. High rise buildings and wedding halls had been constructed and freshly paved streets crisscrossed the lively city. Children with backpacks were running to school and women in traditional and modern dress could be seen on sidewalks tending to their daily activities.

Physically, the city of Kabul is noticeably different due to tremendous migration from rural areas to the urban center. Informal settlements built in the surrounding hills and the city itself have changed the character of the area through both general overcrowding and overstressing government services. A bewildering maze of blast walls that line Kabul’s streets create blind corridors and deprive drivers of a sense of direction or sight lines. These walls also demonstrate the sapping and destructive power of terrorism in today’s Afghanistan.

Afghans expressed real concern about political instability, rising unemployment, and the deteriorating security situation. They also, however, expressed hope that their lives would improve, a reflection of the indomitable spirit of the Afghan people.

This report is a follow-up to the original CRAFT report of 2002. It aims to provide a benchmark by which to measure progress, identify lessons learned, and clarify opportunities for the future since 2002. Its goals are threefold:

• To summarize progress and lessons learned in strengthening the three priority conditions for long-term security in Afghanistan identified in the 2002 CRAFT report and under the 2001 Bonn Agreement: rule of law, human rights, and governance.
• To give voice to Afghan views and plans regarding progress and challenges to strengthening institutions, frameworks, and leadership in these priority areas.
• To identify paths for the future to strengthen coordination and better tailor interventions supported by the donor community and Afghan leadership.

Background

Fifteen years on from the fall of the Taliban and the signing of the Bonn Agreement in 2001, Afghanistan is undoubtedly in a better place. The country has enacted a constitution that protects fundamental human rights and recognizes international obligations. It has adopted a system of governance based on balance of powers and has made strides in reforming the civil service to promote merit-based hiring, equitable pay, and gender balance. Parliament has begun to build a legal framework that protects and enforces rights and regulates the workings of the state. Rule of law has also improved through an independent Supreme Court with the power of constitutional review, an independent prosecutor’s office, and the establishment of special courts that address narcotics trafficking and juvenile justice. In 2014, after contested elections and broad public discontent, Hamid Karzai peacefully transferred power to President
Ashraf Ghani and Chief Executive Officer Abdullah Abdullah. Taken as a whole, Afghanistan’s transition—from a failed state devoid of governance and justice institutions and the most minimal human rights protections—is a cause for celebration.

Yet Afghanistan’s progress is broadly understood by even the most generous measures as a series of missed opportunities, poor planning, uncoordinated execution, and a sinkhole of foreign donor spending. Corruption in Afghanistan is a metastatic cancer, infecting all public institutions and a significant portion of the private sector. Local police forces are viewed by many as oppressors and abusers of the local communities they are charged to protect, and women and girls face continuing systemic discrimination, harassment, and violence at the hands of family, officials, insurgents, and criminals. As one US official put it, “Afghanistan is not an abject disaster, but the needle points in that direction.”

This report seeks to incorporate both successes and lessons learned, applying the most appropriate perspective for each sector to the extent possible. This approach does limit internal consistency and undoubtedly ignores important topics and developments, but it provides an anchor for the broader story of Afghanistan’s transition in terms of governance, human rights, and rule of law development.

The critiques include the light footprint approach, doing it on the cheap, prioritizing counterinsurgency and counterterror, and top-down approaches:

- The light footprint approach (contrasted with massive but fragmented humanitarian assistance) limited the availability, quality, and coordination of technical assistance across all sectors and in all areas. This policy framework enabled piecemeal planning and persistent diversion away from stated development priorities even as donor funding and assistance programs steadily expanded over time.

- Doing it on the cheap under the poorly conceived Marshall Plan approach resulted in ad hoc and disjointed programming that not only lacked an overarching strategy but also cost more than post–World War II reconstruction in western Europe.

- Counterinsurgency and counterterror were consistently prioritized over human rights and rule of law development. Mistakes and gaps in underlying assumptions guided related policies, and resulted at times in counterproductive and conflicting approaches.

- Early top-down development approaches incorporated questionable partners (including former war lords and criminals) into governance structures and expanded executive reach into judicial and legislative functions. Despite a shift to more bottom-up and participatory development paradigms around 2007, particularly for rule of law, this approach entrenched imbalanced power dynamics and expanded opportunities for corruption and the exploitation of political and financial leverage.

Neither mutually exclusive nor exhaustive, these critiques highlight foundational assumptions, frameworks, and planning gaps that exacerbated implementation problems on the ground and set a course for reconstruction that subsequent paradigm adjustments and revised compacts have not been able to effectively correct. Although significant challenges remain, the new administration has signaled renewed commitment to international collaboration and reform—an opportunity to apply lessons learned during Afghanistan’s decade of transformation more effectively, efficiently, and strategically.
Frameworks Since the Bonn Agreement

Following the intervention of the United States and fall of the Taliban in late 2001, Afghanistan, with international cooperation, has periodically adopted frameworks to enable rebuilding the country.

Current national policies and strategies more broadly reflect a series of commitments made after the 2001 Bonn Agreement. These include increasingly urgent efforts to address glaring gaps in accountability and oversight on the part of both the Afghan government and the international community, and to correct deficiencies in Afghanistan’s development trajectory. Financial management and fiscal policy, anticorruption, human rights, and governance processes have been variously targeted for renewed attention and reform.

The 2006 London Conference, for example, resulted in the Afghanistan Compact and marked an end to the Bonn process. It established the Joint Coordinating and Monitoring Board to monitor development progress and improve communication among stakeholders, and set commitments to develop merit-based appointment processes for civil service. The Compact operated as a contract-like agreement setting mutual obligations between the international community and the Afghan government that has been reflected in subsequent agreements.

The 2006 London Conference, for example, resulted in the Afghanistan Compact and marked an end to the Bonn process. It established the Joint Coordinating and Monitoring Board to monitor development progress and improve communication among stakeholders, and set commitments to develop merit-based appointment processes for civil service. The Compact operated as a contract-like agreement setting mutual obligations between the international community and the Afghan government that has been reflected in subsequent agreements. The Compact met with limited success, but resulted in the drafting of the 2008 National Development Strategy and the Afghanistan National Priority Programs (NPP) document. The NPP identifies twenty-two thematic plans across six clusters including governance, agriculture and rural development, private sector, infrastructure, human resources, and security.

The National Development Strategy and NPP were a basis for discussions at the 2010 London and Kabul conferences, which restructured the mechanism for development aid to reach the country—aiming for 50 percent to flow through the Afghan budget within two years and for 80 percent of monies to align with the NPP’s identified priorities. Combined, these agreements focused on reforms in governance, rule of law, human rights, gender and children’s rights, economic and social development, peace, reconciliation and reintegration, security, regional cooperation, and counternarcotics.

Failure to adequately assess the feasibility of the NPP and gather cross-sectoral input for implementation processes before it was adopted, however, compromised the effectiveness of these efforts and has resulted in an overall failure to effectively roll out identified reforms. Rather than setting achievable goals and timelines based on mutual priorities, the NPP was a political wish list for line ministries that favored new projects and infrastructure over capacity-building and development—once again reflecting a failure of strategy and planning. Costs for implementation far exceeded donor pledges, and poor monitoring and evaluation systems complicated assessments of whether donors and the government had met mutual commitments. Subsequent meetings in Istanbul and Bonn in 2011 focused on regional security and economic development that similarly met with limited progress.

In 2012, a conference in Tokyo again set to revise strategic development plans, monitoring and evaluating processes, and mutual commitments and priorities. The resulting Tokyo Mutual Accountability Framework (the Tokyo Framework) reflected many of the priority elements from previous agreements and featured a strategy paper to guide development commitments titled Towards Self-Reliance. The conference framed Afghanistan’s current period as the transformation decade and marked a symbolic end to the decade of transition. Donors enhanced commitments to improve aid effectiveness founded on the New Deal for Engagement in Fragile States, which focuses on country-led transitions out of fragility and the international community’s self-reflection of success and lessons learned over the previous twenty-odd years.
Under the Tokyo Framework, implied conditionality of aid in response to improved accountability and development was made explicit. It provides aid incentives for Afghanistan as the country improves security and governance measures developed by Afghan leaders and the donor community. It also provides portions of $16 billion through 2016 and sustaining support through 2017, which is channeled through the Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust Fund and in turn moved directly to ministries.

Included in the Tokyo Framework are mechanisms to monitor and review performance on commitments and timelines for reforms in elections, human rights, gender, public finance, banking, government spending, and development. Progress is reviewed under the earlier-established Joint Coordinating and Monitoring Board and Senior Officials Meeting held every other year. Biennial ministerial meetings also assess commitments and resource requirements.

In December 2014, President Ghani launched an outline paper to support implementation of objectives identified in the Tokyo Framework titled *Realizing Self-Reliance*. The paper is similar to one developed by Ghani a decade earlier at a Berlin conference with the World Bank, *Securing Afghanistan’s Future*, which sought to address fiscal gaps and create a self-sustaining economy.

Since then, efforts to improve governance under the Tokyo Framework have met with mixed results. Overall assessments reveal progress in budget transparency, revenue growth, and meeting Millennium Development Goals such as school enrollment and access to healthcare. However, substantial improvement remains to be made in electoral reform, anticorruption, and local governance.

**Building the Rule of Law**

*Key Achievements*

Achievements in developing the rule of law in Afghanistan since the 2003 US-led invasion are considerable. First and most significant is the establishment of a constitutionally independent judiciary—including a Supreme Court with the power to interpret the Constitution. The work of the judiciary was elaborated in 2005 with the enactment of the Law on the Organization and Authorities of the Courts. Currently, the Supreme Court houses an internal judicial integrity monitoring unit that investigates charges of corruption and ethical violations among judges and court administration staff. Additionally, Afghanistan has developed a unified criminal procedure code that incorporates all criminal laws enacted since 2001, including those on counterterrorism, anticorruption, anti-money laundering, anti–human trafficking, and elimination of violence against women.

Beyond this, constitutionally mandated legal aid ensures a level of due process protection for criminal defendants. This was strengthened through the 2008 establishment of a legal aid department in the Ministry of Justice (MOJ), which is buttressed by legal aid nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and private attorneys registered with the Afghanistan Independent Bar Association (AIBA). Legal aid is organized under the 2007 Advocates Law, which authorized the AIBA to certify all defense advocates. Financial support is drawn primarily from the international community.

Additionally, institutional structures, policies, and procedures have been developed to facilitate coordination between the judiciary, the Attorney General’s Office (AGO), the MOJ, and the Afghan National Police (ANP). The AGO is organized under a 2012 Law on the Structure and Authorities of the Attorney General’s Office. In 2005, the Police Law came into force, and Afghan National Police forces have been expanded to include more than 150,000
law enforcement officers. More recently, payment structures for police forces have been revised to use mobile phone transfers rather than cash payments in an effort to curb corruption.

Finally, the government has also enacted laws to address some key justice needs of women and juveniles, including requirements for separate detention facilities for both groups under the 2007 Law on Prisons and Detention Centers, and specific protections for juveniles under the 2005 Juvenile Code.

**Key Challenges**

Challenges for rule of law, of course, remain. Chief among them are limited accountability of officials to the Afghan people, as evidenced by public mistrust; abuses of power and discriminatory treatment; uneven application of justice; endemic corruption; and influence by political and economic elites on judicial outcomes. Violations of international and domestic laws in processes related to crime detection, investigation, prosecution, and incarceration are flagrant and considerable. Prison conditions are deplorable, due process violations are commonplace, and statutory limitations on detentions are often ignored. In sum, the tradition of “ruler’s law” has not yet been trumped by a tradition of state law that transcends regimes and is binding on executive authorities.\(^{15}\)

Additionally, paper-based planning and strategic priorities repeatedly fail to translate into measurable and functional reforms. This is evidenced, for example, in failures to meet depoliticization objectives of the National Priority Program established under the Tokyo Mutual Accountability Framework and earlier commitments.\(^ {16}\)

Local buy-in and strategic approaches to address harmful practices within traditional and customary justice mechanisms are inadequate. The early top-down approach to centralized rule of law actually expanded and exaggerated the role of customary dispute resolution and the authority of local war lords in some areas, but the transition to bottom-up approaches have not adequately mitigated harmful traditional practices.

A mismatch is ongoing between community policing aims intended, in theory, to reinforce rule of law and aid the court system, and the in-practice prioritization of security and countering terrorism. This conflict—paired with inadequate training, oversight, and accountability—has resulted in well-documented human rights abuses, corruption, and discriminatory practices. It has also impeded efforts to establish the ANP as a professionalized law enforcement agency rather than a paramilitary force.

Meanwhile, political will to enforce the law and combat a culture of impunity at the highest levels of governance is unfortunately limited. Recent National Unity Government (NUG) efforts show a renewed commitment to combat corruption, appoint qualified leaders and technocrats, and establish merit-based hiring, but change is slow. Supreme Court justices continue to serve beyond constitutional term limits, control of the Ministry of Interior remains solidly in the hands of former Northern Alliance affiliates, and prosecutions for high-level corruption and human rights violations have not begun as promised. Combined, these challenges present a significant hindrance to consolidating rule of law in Afghanistan and the effective functioning of justice institutions.

**Key Justice Institutions**

Structurally, Afghanistan’s justice sector broadly includes the judiciary, traditional and customary resolution dispute mechanisms, the Ministry of Justice, the Ministry of Interior, the
Attorney General’s Office, the Afghanistan Independent Bar Association, and the Ministry of Defense. Other justice-related state institutions include the Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission (AIHRC), the High Office of Oversight, and various specialized anticorruption, human rights, and gender equality institutions or commissions.

Legal education institutions help professionalize jurists and staff. Additionally, the Independent Commission to Oversee the Implementation of the Constitution is notable for its role in legal interpretation and its potential to influence the functions and authorities of justice sector institutions.

Judiciary

Afghanistan’s judiciary is led by a nine-member Supreme Court appointed by the president and subject to confirmation by the Wolesi Jirga (the lower house of parliament). Three of the justices currently serve ten-year terms, three serve seven years, and three serve four-year terms. The system includes the Supreme Court, appeals courts, courts of first instance (primary courts), and special courts—including narcotics and anticorruption courts. The judiciary is independent and the Supreme Court has the power of constitutional review. The 2005 Law on the Organization and Jurisdiction of the Courts (Law on Courts) establishes the structure, jurisdiction, and authorities of Afghanistan’s court system.

A Supreme Court organizational chart in July 2016 includes official position slots (tashkeel) for 2,471 judges in 449 courts; the tashkeel in 2015 reported 2,320 slots. Currently, according to the chief justice, around 522 judicial positions across the country are vacant; the tashkeel in 2015 reported 422 vacancies. Approximately 216 to 283 judges are women, though courts in seven provinces have no female judges.

These institutions—relative to 2001 when they had all but collapsed under the Taliban—have significantly improved in capacity, function, and legitimacy. The courts play a critical if still developing role in resolving cases and interpreting the Constitution. Improvements in case management, professionalism, and administration have improved through internal reforms and technical assistance from the international community. Overall, however, the judiciary remains weak and its independence is limited.

In reality, improvements in judicial functioning, though notable, are largely symbolic and do not adequately address the roots of systemic problems that challenge both the administration of justice and public trust. These include, among others: systemic lack of oversight and accountability, overly complex procedures that maintain opportunities for bribery and extortion, and the influence of political and economic elites within the justice sector. A recent assessment of the Supreme Court, funded by the US Agency for International Development (USAID), noted significant limitations in strategic thinking, planning, and documentation that hinders the Court’s ability to effectively address its many challenges.

According to the Supreme Court, critical assistance needs for the judiciary include but are not limited to continuing legal education for judges and other training support, and both infrastructure and equipment.

Traditional and Customary Mechanisms

Up to 80 percent of all disputes in Afghanistan are resolved through traditional dispute resolution mechanisms, which include a mix of customary law and sharia. These address both community and personal disputes and operate outside, but occasionally in coordination...
with, the formal justice system. TDR mechanisms include community councils, known as jirgas and shuras, as well as negotiations with local leaders such as mullahs (religious scholars), ulema (traditional village heads), maliks, and khans (both influential members of the wealthy landowning class).

In practice, the formal and informal sectors operate as a pluralistic rather than a dualistic justice system. The choice for disputants does not lie between formal courts and an informal mechanism. Rather, resolutions can be forged through a variety of local councils, local notables, religious leaders, formal courts, local government officials, local offices of central government officials, or some combination. Participation in the informal justice sector stems either from direct request by disputants or through ad hoc referral by district authorities, who often do not have the resources or technical capacity to effectively resolve disputes.

For most Afghans, resolution through the informal justice sector remains both more accessible and, according to some surveys, more trusted than the formal system. Despite this, the formal sector remains broadly supported for practical purposes; local councils lack the resources to detain criminals and some dislike administering punishments. Many elders also note that resolutions approved or acknowledged by both government officials and local communities are more likely to endure.

Starting around 2009, internationals and the Afghan government increasingly pressed to regulate coordination between the formal and informal systems, seeking to build a hybrid model or series of models. Work to date includes the development of a draft policy on relations between the formal judicial system and dispute resolution councils, a draft law on dispute resolution shuras and jirgas (also known as the Conciliation Law), and several large-scale donor-funded pilot programs to improve legal awareness and coordination between the two systems.

Several NGOs, international organizations, and Afghan institutions such as AIHRC and the Ministry of Women’s Affairs have criticized the draft law. They argue that it fails to protect vulnerable women and children by allowing the continuation of harmful traditional practices such as ba’ad (exchange of a female as compensation for a wrong) and badal (early or child marriage) within resolution mechanisms. Allowing and endorsing such practices in TDR conflicts with human rights protections under the Afghan Constitution and the country’s international legal obligations. Similarly, the draft policy lacks funding, leadership, and political will for effective implementation. Nevertheless, interviews revealed that many NGOs and formal justice institutions support the idea of formalizing and regulating coordination between the two systems.

Among internationally supported programs seeking to facilitate coordination in practice, results have been largely positive. However, implications for sustained engagement are mixed given the lack of a legal and policy framework, district-level variations in will, capacity and security, and maintenance challenges following gaps in outside support. A USAID-funded program, “Rule of Law Stabilization – Informal,” for example, sought to improve the TDR system and facilitate collaboration through trainings and coordination meetings in fifteen pilot districts. This was expanded to thirty-three districts over two years. The program successfully improved knowledge of laws, rights, and jurisdictions of respective authorities and noted a reduction in the incidence of harmful traditional practices. It also assessed improvement in general coordination between the two systems and the registration of some TDR decisions with formal institutions. The Ministry of Justice confirmed in an interview that some TDR resolutions are registered with its huquq (essentially a department of rights and civil dispute
mediation within the ministry) at the district level, but baseline data on such registrations prior to program intervention are unclear. No policies or procedures on standards for such registration or other referrals and related collaborations are in place.

Although this program was broadly successful, the sustainability of gains is uncertain without regular maintenance, a clear policy, and political will. The quality of data on reductions in harmful traditional practices remains poor. The USAID program noted that retention of knowledge and maintenance of coordination over time appeared to diminish without regular engagement with program implementers. Additionally, other observers note that some TDR assistance programs have had the unintended consequence of increasing corruption within the informal system by creating new bribery opportunities through engagement with the formal sector.

Ministry of Justice

The MOJ is the lead rule of law agency in the executive branch. It oversees directorates of legislative development (*taqnin*), legal aid, and civil dispute mediation (*huquq*), as well as the Juvenile Rehabilitation Directorate. Under the Government Cases Law, the MOJ is authorized to represent the government in civil litigation and to recover government lands. In total, it employs more than two thousand professional and administrative staff across the country.

The *Directorate of Taqnin* is responsible for drafting legislation and reviewing all bills, regardless of origination, before they are referred to the National Assembly. It also provides legal and legislative drafting advice to the executive branch, ministries, and government offices. It is organized into seven legal departments and charged with ensuring draft laws are consistent with the Constitution, sharia, and international agreements to which Afghanistan is a party. It is responsible for ensuring internal consistency among all Afghan laws.

The Taqnin directorate is broadly respected and staffs professional and experienced legal experts. It has received international support through the Afghanistan Justice Sector Support Program, funded by the US State Department, and other donors and initiatives. A criminal law reform working group has supported review and amendment of penal legislation. Despite capacity assistance over the past fifteen years, MOJ officials reported during interviews that the directorate remains overwhelmed by the scope and volume of its work and competing priorities.

Afghanistan’s Constitution provides for legal aid to indigent defendants in criminal cases; a 2007 presidential decree and the Advocates Law grant responsibility for legal aid to the MOJ through its *Legal Aid Department*. As of 2016, the ministry employs 303 legal aid lawyers across the country with funding from the World Bank, UN Development Program, and the ministry budget. All legal aid lawyers must be licensed by the Afghan Independent Bar Association. The ministry has reportedly provided legal assistance in more than eight thousand cases to date. These are mainly criminal cases, interviews revealed, but also include assistance to women and children in civil claims. Ministry-funded legal aid lawyers carry a maximum of four cases at any given time; the caseload for World Bank–funded legal aid attorneys is six.

Although the current status of legal aid marks a significant improvement in access to justice since 2001, the availability of legal aid lawyers provided by the ministry and the quality of service remains inadequate. Interviews revealed a continuing hesitation among judges and prosecutors to effectively collaborate with legal aid attorneys, including poor communications on scheduled court dates and limited understanding of the role of defense attorneys during hearings. According to some surveys, the legal aid system faces challenges with corruption,
exploitation, and gender discrimination. The MOJ’s work is supplemented by legal aid NGOs, many of which focus on women and girls. Funding and capacity support for NGO-provided legal assistance is limited, and shrinking, despite current UN Development Program and USAID programming.

Under the 1999 Law on the Procedure for Obtaining Rights, the Directorate of Huquq is the exclusive government agency outside the courts charged with addressing civil petitions, largely focused on obtaining payments for debt. In practice, mediation of civil disputes has been diffused more broadly since 2001, to include the national police forces as well as line ministry departments—particularly for disputes over land.

The Huquq central office is located in Kabul in a building shared with seventeen municipal Huquq offices for the city. An additional thirty-four offices operate in each provincial capital. Each district should also have an office, but many of these are reportedly not staffed or fully operational. A recent assessment found that little about the Huquq’s mandate and functions are in writing beyond terms of reference documents on its website; the work of branch offices is largely undefined and varies by location, and the central office considers its role in providing oversight and support to provincial and district offices as limited. This has resulted in significant variations in the quality and function of local Huquq offices ranging from staffing levels to office space to technical capacity. No written procedures specify case management protocols or thresholds for types of cases that should be transferred upward for review. At the local level, case files are often maintained through handwritten logs, leading to missing information and errors.

Because the MOJ does not allocate its budget by department, the Huquq can make funding requests only as part of the annual ministry budgeting process. Local offices are managed as part of MOJ provincial branch offices, so it is unclear whether their fiscal needs are addressed under separate budget processes. Reportedly, the Huquq is at least partly self-funded through legal fees collected for the resolution of civil claims.

The directorate has received capacity support through multiple donor-funded programs over the years. It will receive additional technical assistance through a new USAID rule of law program, Assistance for the Development of Afghan Legal Access and Transparency, which includes support to improve coordination with TDR mechanisms.

Huquq coordination with TDR mechanisms reportedly occurs on major cases. A backlog of civil cases within the courts, estimated in the thousands, have been resolved since 2001. This includes, according to a ministry interview, the return of more than ten thousand hectares of confiscated land to property owners. Coordination processes with the informal sector are unclear, however, and data on informal resolutions registered with the agency are not readily available.

The Juvenile Rehabilitation Directorate is responsible for all juvenile rehabilitation centers (JRCs). The 2007 Law on Prisons and Detention Centers requires juveniles to be held in separate detention facilities. According to the Juvenile Code of 2005, the juvenile offenders are those between the ages thirteen and seventeen.

Currently, only three JRCs are operational—in Kabul, Herat, and Jalalabad. Juveniles detained outside these areas are housed in facilities rented by the Ministry of Justice. The minister reports that approximately 1,300 juveniles are currently held in JRCs. As of January 2014, JRCs held around 1,103 boys and 130 girls. Updated numbers are not readily available.

By all measures, conditions of juvenile detention fail to meet basic international standards and requirements under Afghan law. Juveniles are regularly comingled with adult detainees.
and are often held longer than statutorily permitted timelines. Housing conditions—particularly in the provinces—are inadequate to meet standards established under domestic and international law. According to interviews with the minister of justice, only ten provinces have standardized government buildings for juvenile detentions, and the quality of facilities rarely meet recognized standards. The minister reported that he has asked the international community to assist in updating infrastructure for juvenile detention, including building MOJ-run facilities in the provinces. Reportedly, these requests have been denied out of fear that improving facilities will increase the rate of juvenile detention in Afghanistan. The minister has also requested technical and material assistance to improve juvenile detention conditions, but noted in interviews that the international community seems hesitant to expand work on juvenile detention issues generally.

**Ministry of Interior**

As the epicenter of law enforcement, the Ministry of Interior (MOI) has received extensive donor support and training over the past fifteen years, primarily from international military forces. Attention has largely focused on the MOI’s role in counternarcotics, counterinsurgency, and corruption. Efforts to build a national police force under the MOI did not begin in earnest until 2009, and even then, training took place simultaneously with fighting a growing insurgency.

As foreign forces have withdrawn, the capacity of police to protect Afghans and adhere to professional law enforcement standards has been disappointing. The MOI exhibits rampant corruption, human rights violations, and extraconstitutional influence at the subnational level that have gone largely unreformed. Challenges stem not only from a lack of coordination among donors and implementers, which dates to early reconstruction, when justice-sector reforms were divided among “lead countries,” but also from weak oversight of the Law and Order Trust Fund of Afghanistan, which followed the Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust Fund administered by the World Bank and separated funding for police from the civilian budget.

The Afghan National Police encompasses several forces that include the Afghan Local Police, the Afghan National Civil Order Police, and the Afghan Border Police, among others. The target size of the ANP is 157,000. At the time of writing, the force included around 148,000 personnel, including approximately 2,500 women (1.8 percent of the force). Its authorities, duties, and organization are structured under the 2005 Police Law, which requires the ANP to take “guidance of the governors and district chiefs in the provinces and districts respectively.” In practice, the ANP was developed largely as a lightly armed paramilitary force. As of 2016, according to Ministry of Interior interviews, approximately 75 percent of all ANP activities focus on counterinsurgency and terrorism. The post-2014 NATO Resolute Support Mission outlines plans for continuing mentorship and training to support ANP professionalization. However, these plans require significant MOI structural reforms to achieve designated aims, and the number of international trainers and experts has decreased.

The ANP runs a series of detention centers outside the purview of the General Directorate of Prisons and Detention Centers (GDPDC). Although these are intended as temporary holding cells, in practice ANP detainees often remain in custody beyond legally mandated time frames, and oversight of due process and human rights protections is limited.

The ANP faces significant challenges with corruption; human rights violations such as extra judicial killings, rape, assault, and other crimes; as well as major capacity gaps. More than 60 percent of forces are illiterate and attrition is a major challenge. Since 2001, officers
paid higher-ranking MOI officials for positions and promotions, and a significant proportion of Afghans report paying bribes to police officers during regular transactions. Women police are regularly harassed and subjected to rape and abuse by fellow officers and superiors.

International and Afghan authorities have dedicated significant material, financial, and technical resources to the ANP over the years through trainings, organizational capacity assistance, and developing personnel management systems. A 2015 SIGAR report found that despite $15 billion in US-funded assistance, personnel and payroll data remain inaccurate and the Afghan Human Resource Information Management System and Electronic Payroll Systems are still neither fully functional, integrated, or complete. These limitations continue to contribute to corruption and mismanagement within the ANP.

The need for local police forces in Afghanistan was not agreed to until late 2008 after multiple police training efforts failed. Today, the target level of the Afghan Local Police (ALP) is thirty thousand; about twenty-nine thousand personnel are documented in twenty-nine of thirty-four provinces. Despite official estimates, actual force size is difficult to verify and thousands of “ghost” officers are on the books. Although the ALP is overseen by the MOI, its numbers are not included in the Afghan National Defense and Security Forces authorized levels. A number of reports have noted significant problems with ALP oversight, ongoing human rights violations, sexual exploitation, and lack of accountability. As a newly developing institution, the ALP’s challenges require time and assistance to address, and security threats to officers remain a critical issue: ALP officers were six times more likely to be killed in the line of duty in 2014 than their counterparts in other security forces. Today, the need for a functional local police force in Afghanistan is commonly recognized. However, coordinated support and interventions are required to transform the current organization into an effective community police force, not least of which is targeted support to strengthen oversight, hold violators accountable, and better train, vet, and discipline personnel.

Afghanistan’s prisons fall under the purview of the General Directorate of Prisons and Detention Centers. According to the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA), the total prison population is estimated at 27,859, including 7,555 individuals detained or convicted of conflict-related crimes (15,638 total convicted plus 12,221 detainees). Of these, 778 detainees are women and girls, many of whom are held for so-called moral crimes.

The GDPDC is an independent directorate under the MOI. Under the 2007 Law on Prisons and Detention Centers, the GDPDC serves as the central administration agency for all civilian corrections facilities for both men and women. It oversees thirty-four provincial prisons and 191 district detention centers (Nuristan does not have a prison). Afghanistan’s largest prison, Pol-e-charki, holds approximately eight thousand prisoners. Additionally, a specialized detention facility for narcotics is colocated with the Counter-Narcotics Justice Center (CNJC) in Kabul.

In practice, multiple civilian detention centers not overseen by the GDPDC are run by the Afghan National Police, the Afghan National Border Police, the National Directorate of Security, and the Ministry of Defense. The MOJ runs juvenile detention facilities. Additionally, there are reports of private prisons run by members of the Afghan National Defense and Security Forces used for abuse and torture of detainees outside the regulated system; this includes reports of “secret” prisons run by the Kabul Provincial Police Chief.

Overcrowding is a major problem; the rate of incarceration has increased by an average of 21 percent per year since 2008. Other challenges include lack of standardized design across provincial and district detention facilities, access to consistent electricity, access to adequate
health care, adequate sanitation facilities, access to adequate bedding, and access to potable water. Pervasive corruption and lack of awareness of legal rights also affect the lives of detainees. Assessments of these challenges note a lack of financial resources within the MOI to adequately reform and supervise detentions, as well as limited technical and resource capacity of legal aid providers and independent monitors. Reports by UNAMA have found pervasive torture and other forms of illegal interrogation techniques, particularly at prisons run by the National Directorate of Security, ANP, Afghan National Border Police, Afghan National Army, and ALP.

Office of the Attorney General

The Office of the Attorney General (AGO) is an independent body of the executive branch charged with investigating and prosecuting crimes. The attorney general is appointed by the president and confirmed by the Wolesi Jirga. The activities and duties of prosecutors (saran-wals) are governed by the 2013 Law on Structure and Authority of the Attorney General’s Office (AGO Law), which establishes central and local (provincial and district) directorates and departments. Under the 2007 Law on Prisons and Detention Centers, the AGO is also charged with supervising the legality and human rights conditions of Afghan civilian prisons. An AGO high council includes the attorney general as chair, the deputy attorney generals, and directors of various prosecution directorates established under the law. Currently, according to the AGO, approximately two thousand professional staff are employed across Afghanistan, roughly one prosecutor for every 15,700 people. Among those, about four hundred are female prosecutors. Prosecutors earn Afs 8,000 (approximately $120) per month.

The AGO’s Elimination of Violence Against Women (EVAW) unit was established in 2010 after the EVAW law was adopted by decree. The main EVAW prosecution office is in Kabul and is staffed by sixteen men and seventeen women; most sources indicate that these units have had a positive impact on related cases, though the vast majority of family violence cases remain unreported and ways of assessing the impact of EVAW units are limited.

The AGO also indicated in interviews that it has more than a thousand active corruption cases, including those involving ministers, dating back to 2001. Under the 2015 decrees establishing the High Council on Anti-Corruption and the Anti-Corruption Justice Center, the AGO has an active role in vetting backlogged corruption cases for prosecution.

The AGO has received significant assistance over the years from various partners focused on internal organization, capacity building, and infrastructure support. However, according to interviews with the office, major capacity gaps remain that impact the quality of work, effective monitoring and oversight of prosecutors in the provinces, as well as case management and processing. Infrastructure is cited as a key priority.

Afghanistan Independent Bar Association

Established in 2008 and governed by the 2007 Advocates Law, the AIBA is an independent, nongovernmental, and nonpolitical organization. It provides licensing exams and certification for defense attorneys and private practice transactional attorneys in the private sector, NGOs, and the MOJ’s Legal Aid Department; the organization maintains a roster of practicing advocates. Its licensing procedure does not apply to government lawyers (or judges) except
MOJ legal aid attorneys. Those employed as Huquq attorneys, AGO prosecutors, and government legal advisers are not covered by the AIBA.

According to the AIBA head, the organization's current membership is 2,974 lawyers, which includes 697 women. Membership has grown steadily since the AIBA was established, though women's representation has recently declined. Qualifications include Afghan citizenship; no criminal conviction; a valid bachelor’s degree from a law or sharia faculty or a higher degree from another country approved by the Ministry of Higher Education; and passing training course and certification processes established by the AIBA. Bar members are also required to provide three pro bono cases per year, though in reality the AIBA lacks the capacity to effectively monitor and enforce the pro bono policy.

The AIBA has received assistance from multiple donors, including, for example, the US-funded the Justice Sector Support Program, the US Institute of Peace, International Development Law Organization, and others. However, organizational leadership asserts multiple continuing support needs, including infrastructure, trainings, and equipment. The new USAID-funded Assistance for the Development of Afghan Legal Access and Transparency program found similar needs in a recent capacity assessment, including a lack of specific departmentalization to serve its members; procedures and processes for issuing licenses, administering bar exams, and holding “stage” trainings; permanent committees to support services and members; adequate staff trainings and technology support; and capacity to prepare annual budgets. Funding for the AIBA comes predominantly from international donors, as well as member fees and licensing fees, which are approximately $53 per year and $15 respectively.

The AIBA, according to interviews with its chair, reports ongoing challenges with representing clients in criminal cases, and particularly between defense counsel and prosecutors in cases with female clients. No functional disclosure procedures for evidence are in place, and communications on trial schedules are ad hoc.

Ministry of Defense

The Ministry of Defense is charged with overseeing the national internal and external security of Afghanistan. It operates two official detention facilities: the Afghan National Detention Facility (ANDF) and the ANDF-Parwan, which are not addressed under the 2007 Law on Prisons.

The ANDF is colocated in Kabul’s Pol-e-charkhi prison but does not fall under the purview of the GDPDC. Both facilities house national security detainees and convicts, often in comingled facilities. As of 2014, the ANDF held five hundred detainees, and ANDF-Parwan held three thousand.

Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission

The Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission is constitutionally mandated to receive and investigate complaints of human rights violations (Art. 58). Under its 2005 establishment law, judicial and prosecutorial authorities are obliged to cooperate with AIHRC activities and investigations. Additionally, core duties of the AIHRC include, among others, monitoring the performance of legal and judicial institutions, visiting and investigating detention centers, and planning and implementing programs that include the investigation of crimes and human rights abuses.
The AIHRC has been instrumental in monitoring and reporting on government performance in rule of law, including due process rights, status of prisons and detention centers, and implementation of laws and decrees. A 2013 report on implementation of Presidential Decree No. 45 on access to justice, for example, documented critical shortcomings in access to legal defense, performance of judges and courts, performance of prosecutors, quality of detention facilities, and respect for statutory time frames for detention. Over a one-year monitoring period, the AIHRC also recorded 162 violations of fair trial principles during discovery, investigation, and prosecution stages. These challenges and others recorded by the AIHRC highlight Afghanistan’s rule of law development gaps and the limited capacity for speedy reform.

Legal Education
Access to and quality of legal education and continuing legal education (CLE) in Afghanistan has improved exponentially since 2001. Whereas only about five public universities provided legal education in 2000, as of July 2016 twenty-five public universities are operational, seventeen of which include law or sharia faculties. Private institutes of higher education total 122, ninety-six of which offer law or sharia faculties, or both. Combined, as of 2015, some fourteen thousand students have enrolled in legal education in public institutions, including 2,252 women. The role of women in providing legal education has also expanded. Among approximately 380 law and sharia professors, twenty-seven are women and 353 are men. Some public and private universities have also formed partnerships with foreign law schools, such as Stanford University and the University of Washington in the United States.

By many measures, according to interviewees, access to and quality of legal education has improved in both law and sharia faculties, and students from both faculties are increasingly able to access employment as judges, government lawyers, defense advocates, and advisers. Quality of curriculum, experience of professors, teaching methodologies, computer literacy, and the number of women law students represent positive and laudable developments.

CLE opportunities have also increased, though these are largely supported by the international community. This includes, for example, “stage” judicial training programs supported by the Max Planck Foundation, the International Development Law Organization, and others, and similar programs are supported by the University of Washington School of Law and Stanford University. CLE programs are offered through various implementers to judges, AIBA advocates, law professors, prosecutors, constitutional advisers, and government lawyers. Interviews with justice-sector officials showed overwhelming support for CLE programs, but the future of donor commitments is uncertain. Overall, these efforts have reportedly improved teaching methodologies and professor knowledge within universities, and have strengthened legal professionalism among practitioners.

Additionally, numerous donor-funded projects have supported the establishment of legal clinics, research centers, information technology centers, moot court and mock trial competitions, and other projects in partnership with law schools. Measuring the sustainability and efficacy of these programs over time, however, remains difficult.

Building a Democratic Framework
Key Achievements
The most visible achievement in democracy and governance in Afghanistan is the successful and democratic transition of presidential power from Hamid Karzai to Ashraf Ghani in
2014. Under a US-supported agreement that established the National Unity Government, Dr. Abdullah Abdullah was appointed as chief executive officer. This is the first such democratic transition of power in Afghanistan's history.

Merit-based recruitment and promotion, and improvements in establishing job descriptions and salary scales among civil servants, have helped professionalize the civil service—efforts guided largely by the Afghan Independent Administrative Reform and Civil Service Commission (IARCSC). Improvements in the Afghan budget process are also notable, including increased transparency, execution, and effective service delivery in some sectors. Additionally, revenue collection and management has increased since 2013 following a fiscal crisis, largely spearheaded by a competent and responsive Ministry of Finance. Although budgeting at the provincial level remains challenged, steps at the central level show improvement.

An increasingly proactive parliament is willing to hold the executive accountable, demonstrated through votes of no-confidence, questioning ministers, and refusal to endorse several presidential decrees. This has not always benefited governance and legal reform, but the actions largely reflect democratic processes and a balance of powers.

Institutional and legal status improvements in local governance, despite limited implementation, include establishing the Independent Directorate for Local Governance, coordinating this body with the IARCSC, and increasing merit-based appointments among local officials. Additionally, renewed NUG efforts to combat corruption signal the potential for meaningful reform in coming years. The Ghani administration has reopened the Kabul Bank scandal for investigation and established a high-level Anti-Corruption Council and Anti-Corruption Justice Center to coordinate with the Karzai era Independent Joint Anti-Corruption Monitoring and Evaluation Committee, Major Crimes Task Force, and other institutions.

Key Challenges

Challenges to democracy and governance are varied.95 Growing insecurity and increasing civilian casualties hamper development across all sectors and in all areas. The impact of decisions in Kabul and provincial capitals are rarely felt in daily life, where access to services, employment, political participation, and civic life are challenged by insurgency and crime. Civilian casualties have spiked to the highest levels in a decade since the withdrawal of international forces.96

A predatory elite and pervasive, endemic corruption are evident in numerous high-profile scandals coupled with virtually no accountability. These include multiple examples in which the government has awarded favorable development contracts that result in limited infrastructure improvement but benefited political or economic elites. Graft and waste are extensive across all levels and all sectors of government, and efforts to combat corruption continue to largely ignore cross-sectoral, bottom-up approaches.

Beyond this, the structure of authorities and clarity of specific provisions in the 2004 Constitution—which provides monarch-like powers to the president and creates legal and functional confusion about the relative relationship between sharia, state-made law, and the international conventions and treaties to which Afghanistan is a party—are both fraught and problematic.

The current parliament and National Unity Government raise numerous constitutional legitimacy issues. The parliament has overstayed its constitutional mandate—raising questions about the status of recently enacted laws. The NUG includes the controversial new post of chief executive officer, which requires legitimation through a Loya Jirga and constitutional amendment under the NUG agreement. Despite the agreement, no plans to convene a Loya
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A predatory elite and pervasive, endemic corruption are evident in numerous high-profile scandals coupled with virtually no accountability.
Jirga and amend the Constitution are yet under way. Additionally, district elections have never been held. This raises questions about the composition of parliament and the validity of earlier Loya Jirga decisions because a Loya Jirga should, under the Constitution, include representatives from district councils.97

Capacity gaps in lawmaking, particularly in terms of legal analysis and research skills, are significant. In practice, legislation remains weak, contradictory, and underenforced, and the president’s decree authorities intrude on parliament’s lawmaking power. Ethnic, geographic, religious, and economic divisions continue to guide both lawmaking and governance activities, which exacerbate the limited technical capacities of both the executive and legislative branches. As a whole, parliamentary oversight is weak in both status and function.

Separately, women’s participation in governance and peacebuilding remains extremely low. The quota for women in provincial councils was lowered from 25 percent to 20 percent in 2013 during debates in which conservative factions sought to eliminate the quota entirely.

Governance reform remains largely urban focused and highly centralized, stemming from the early prioritization of strengthening central institutions over local development. As a result, persistent “lack of organic connections with rural areas” remains.98 This challenge, paired with insecurity, has compromised both rural and urban development, undermined legitimacy of local governance, and crippled local service delivery.

The Afghan government’s capacity to prioritize reforms and establish feasible processes is weak. Both the government and the international community continue to overemphasize expected results and to underplan for subsequent implementation. This predicament, paired with a mismatch between many off-budget donor-funded programs and established national priority plans, has muddled objectives and challenged outcome measurement.

Branches of Government

The 2004 Afghan Constitution establishes a tripartite system of governance balanced between an executive headed by a president, a bicameral parliament, and an independent judiciary.

Executive

The executive branch consists of the president, two vice presidents named to the same ticket in elections, twenty-five ministries and eleven departments, five commissions, and a number of independent directorates and high offices.99 The president is directly elected and must receive more than 50 percent of votes cast.100

The president has enormous constitutional authority: he is the head of state and functions as the head of government; he is also the country’s commander in chief and most powerful political figure. The president is elected every five years and may serve a maximum of two terms. In practice, the government has limited authority independent from the president and serves broad administrative functions.101 The role and authorities of the vice presidents are not defined in the Constitution; in practice, each vice president is assigned a sector-based portfolio at the discretion of the president.102

The president has express authorities extending into the legislative and judicial sectors through appointments and the issuance of decrees. He appoints one-third of the members of the Meshrano Jirga (upper house of the National Assembly) to five-year terms, which provides significant influence over the composition of the legislative body. He also appoints justices to
the Supreme Court with the endorsement of the Wolesi Jirga (lower house of the National Assembly), and approves the appointment of judges on proposal from the Supreme Court.\footnote{103}

Regarding lawmaking, the president has the ability to adopt regulations and issue decrees based on “immediate need” during recesses of the Wolesi Jirga, and to assume broad powers in a state of emergency. The president also has the authority to call for referenda on issues of national importance.\footnote{104}

The president is required under Article 79 of the Constitution to present legislative decrees to the National Assembly within thirty days of convening its first session. If a decree is rejected by the National Assembly, it becomes void. This process is limited to a negative check and does not include an approval requirement. In practice, this has proven ineffective; any consequences for the legal status of presidential decrees should the presidency fail to present them to parliament within thirty days, or should the National Assembly fail to act on a submission, are unclear.

Under the terms of the National Unity Government Agreement signed on September 21, 2014, Ashraf Ghani became president and Abdullah Abdullah chief executive officer (CEO). The role of the CEO is not clearly defined; in practice he oversees the Council of Ministers (his authority is limited to making recommendations to the president) and the day-to-day running of government affairs. The CEO position was created by presidential decree immediately after Ghani took office. Under the agreement, a Loya Jirga was to be convened within two years to amend the Constitution to formalize (or eliminate) the role. The government has since struggled with questions of unconstitutionality—and extra constitutionality—of the agreement and its full implementation; plans to convene district council elections or call a Loya Jirga (or both) are not yet under way.\footnote{105}

**National Assembly**

The bicameral National Assembly consists of a directly elected 249-member Wolesi Jirga (House of the People), and a 102-member Meshrano Jirga (House of Elders) that is both appointed and elected.\footnote{106} One-third of the members of the Meshrano Jirga are appointed directly by the president for a five-year term; half of these should be women. Another one-third are elected from among provincial councils to a four-year term and the last third from among district councils to a three-year term. District council elections have not yet been held. The difference in term limits affords the presidential appointees a degree of seniority within the Meshrano Jirga.

Some argue that the adoption of the single nontransferable vote electoral system has produced a fragmented parliament.\footnote{107} Observers note that the single nontransferable vote has inhibited the formation of political alliances and a party-based electoral system, which further undermines parliament’s ability to effectively hold the executive accountable.\footnote{108} Political parties remain weak, as do concepts of parliamentary majority and opposition. Civil society and government interviewees agree that ethnic alliances and patronage networks, rather than ideology, dominate political organization, which is highly transient.

**Judiciary**

The Constitution provides that the judiciary is an independent organ of the state comprising one Supreme Court, courts of appeal, and primary courts, as well as a General Directorate of Administration and Central Departments.\footnote{109} Under interpretations of the Court’s Article
121 authority, it has the power to review the constitutionality of proposed laws and executive actions, which it has exercised on request—occasionally pitting the Court against parliament.

**Constitutional Implementation and Challenges**

The 2004 Constitution, as discussed earlier, reflects a complicated and contradictory legal framework that tried—but did not fully succeed—to embody both Afghanistan’s Islamic and customary traditions, and its international obligations. The document layers civil law and sharia jurisprudence traditions in a manner that has proven impossible to effectively reconcile in practice, and has left gaping loopholes that have been exploited by officials in both central and provincial structures. Because amending the Constitution is not a feasible option at this time, challenges with its construction necessitate practical solutions.

The balance of powers under the Constitution is structurally and functionally skewed toward the presidency. However, the Constitution also provides meaningful checks and balances authority to the National Assembly that, though limited by internal contradictions and capacity weaknesses, have effectively checked executive action in key instances. Parliament’s power to question executive officers and vote no-confidence has been used increasingly, by both the previous and current parliament, to express displeasure with ministry performance and the president, to remove or censure officials perceived as political cronies, and to block appointments for those lacking merit or adequate political support. These actions and disputes should be taken as positive signs:

> It has been suggested that these constitutional battles are merely the “growing pains” of a new democracy. That the prolonged battles between the executive and the legislature, and in particular the practice of repeatedly using no-confidence votes, are in fact evidence that inter-branch checks are indeed working.

These promising signs, however, have come at a heavy cost; parliament’s use of its constitutional authorities to reject cabinet and Supreme Court nominees has been criticized as demonstrating the weakness of the institution—particularly given that Karzai overrode many vetoes by appointing his nominees through decree. In other instances, terms expired without Karzai submitting nominations for successors, effectively leaving incumbents in the position as “acting” authorities outside the scope of the Constitution or other Afghan law.

The power to veto appointments has also highlighted the increasing weight of conservative and traditionalist forces within parliament, as well as its failure to develop a culture of respect for women’s human rights and equality clauses within the Constitution. In July 2015, for example, parliament rejected President Ghani’s nomination of a woman to the Supreme Court. Clerics and conservatives within parliament criticized the nomination of Judge Anisa Rasouli, who had served as a judge for twenty-four years and headed Kabul’s juvenile court at the time of her nomination, based in significant part on her gender.

> Reportedly, those opposed to the appointment claimed that the post was only suitable for a man and that, because judges must touch the Quran each day, a menstruating woman would be unable to perform her duties under the principles of Islam.

The gaps and flaws of the Constitution are increasingly revealed in public battles between the branches and the extra-constitutional construction of the current government. The post of CEO has no formal status under the Constitution, though some claim that the president has legally delegated some of his authorities in his decree establishing the post of CEO; the sitting parliament has exceeded its constitutional term by over a year; and the Meshrano Jirga is composed of double representation from provincial councils rather than, as called for, one-third district council representatives.
Amending or revising the 2004 Constitution requires, under Article 111, convening a Loya Jirga of National Assembly members as well as presidents of provincial councils and district councils; the latter have never been elected. In discussions with representatives of the Afghan government and courts, most officials balked at the idea of amending the Constitution, citing both the strength of the document as written and the logistical and political challenges associated with convening a Loya Jirga.

In general, despite the Constitution’s flaws, pursuing amendment or revision would likely stoke further political tensions and open a political Pandora’s Box. However, open questions about separation of powers and the extra-constitutional composition of current bodies raise serious concerns. Although the institutions of democracy appear on several levels to be working, concerted efforts should be made to clarify open questions and to settle, with authority, separation of power issues that to date have weakened the function of the state and undermined the legitimacy of all three branches.

Subnational Governance

The 2004 Constitution provided limited instruction on when and how political, administrative, and fiscal authorities would be extended and exercised at the subnational level. The rationale favoring a centralized state is evident throughout the document and has persisted, in practice, to hamper attempts to strengthen the professionalism, capacity, and representativeness of local governance institutions. Three-quarters of all Afghans live in rural areas where local warlords and strongmen often maintain significant influence both as part of, and parallel to, formal institutions. The lack of a framework and vision for subnational governance development early in Afghanistan’s transition planning and support interventions have resulted in relatively ad hoc assistance to local institutions. This, in turn, has challenged more recent attempts to improve access to and quality of services, justice, economic opportunity, accountability, and effective human rights protections in much of the country.

Subnational governance is divided into four levels: 34 provinces, 398 districts, up to 217 municipalities, and roughly 40,020 villages. This structure predates the 2004 Constitution and can be traced to those of 1923 and 1964. On paper, each level of subnational governance includes elected bodies and some administrative and financial authorities. In practice, local governments operate as local representatives of line ministries and central entities, and play a coordination rather than governance role; horizontal accountability is weak and largely ineffective. As an exception, municipalities are granted concrete authority to generate revenues and are expected to be self-sufficient.

In 2007, in an attempt to strengthen local governance capacity, the government empowered the Independent Directorate for Local Governance (IDLG) as the lead agency for local governance institution building, and tasked them to provide a link between local governments and the executive. The IDLG became responsible for selecting local leadership from the provincial governor level and lower. This effectively removed this authority from the Ministry of Interior, which had until then controlled all such appointments. To date, only about half of the high-level subnational leaders have been appointed through merit-based procedures developed by the IARCSC and implemented by IDLG; power-holders at the national level remain influential in selecting subnational appointees.
Despite constitutional requirements, provincial councils are the only elected subnational governance structure. Elections for district councils, municipal councils, village councils, and mayors have never been held; in practice, the president continues to appoint mayors. The government, supported by various donors, has undertaken multiple initiatives to launch elected district councils, but such elections appear indefinitely delayed. In effect, this has left local communities with limited political and practical influence over both local affairs and national issues.

Local service delivery, for example, is provided through provincial line departments of centralized ministries, and appointments are more or less controlled by the president. Planning and execution decisions are made at central offices in Kabul, which limits the accountability of local authorities to people in their communities. Provincial-level ministry offices effectively control national budget allocations to the local level, since there are no provincial or district budgets. In practice, money is disbursed through provincial ministry offices and local authorities have little input into the budget planning process until the money is released. The expenditure authority granted to governors and ministry department heads is not transparent and may be used to improve local infrastructure and service delivery, or to consolidate power, fund off-budget projects, and control access.

**Building an Effective Civil Service**

Reforming the civil service is a core priority of the Afghan National Development Strategy and is one of six programs defined under the National Priority Programs. The IARCSC is the lead agency for civil service reform and human capital development. It was established by presidential decree in 2002, which was reinforced under a 2011 law.

This program was followed by the Public Administrative Reform project, which included the development of a legal framework for systemic salary reform passed through the 2011 revised Civil Service Law, along with plans to develop the requisite human resources capacities for implementation. The 2011 law also provided the legal underpinning for the IARCSC’s work. The IARCSC established the Pay and Grading Reform program to organize the structure and remuneration framework for civil service. This included the development of rules-based and meritocratic civil service management. To date, the IARCSC has redefined more than eighty thousand civil servant job descriptions.

The reformed pay grade system, however, remains under development. Salary scales are not competitive relative to the donor and private sector, and multiple and concurrent pay scales in the public sector continue to challenge reform efforts. Steady progress has been made to harmonize governmental and nongovernmental salaries; harmonization of specific salary scales began in November 2015, when the Council of Ministers formally requested alignment.

To date, merit-based appointment frameworks have been instituted for senior positions including provincial governors, deputy provincial governors, and district governors. This approach is intended to convert these roles from political appointments to civil service positions. As of 2014, more than half of Afghanistan’s 407 district governors have been appointed under such frameworks, along with about half of its provincial governors. However, the scope of merit-based appointments has not extended to all ministries and agencies. Although improvements have been made, nepotism and cronyism continue in most government appointment processes and the IARCSC lacks the capacity to implement a consistent, transparent merit-based appointments process across all levels of government.
Although reforms in civil service have significantly improved Afghanistan’s public administration framework, the IARCSC continues to struggle with internal structural gaps. These include weaknesses and ambiguities within its organizational framework; an unsystematic legal and policy framework that lacks a cohesive strategic approach; poor communications infrastructure to coordinate with the government, the donor community, and the Afghan public; a deficient human resources infrastructure that lacks the capacity to meet established aims; and weak information and communications technology to collect and maintain personnel data and link activities to the payroll disbursement framework under the Afghanistan Financial Management system.121

Public Financial Management

The public financial management (PFM) roadmap was developed in 2010 as part of the Financial and Economic Reforms pillar of the National Priority Programs document.124 Its goal is to strengthen public financial management systems, reduce the opportunity for corruption, improve budget execution, and develop a finance strategy for development.125 Activities are rooted in the Procurement Law and the Law on Public Finance and Expenditure Management. The Afghanistan Financial Management Information System, supported by the World Bank, is a success story for the country’s financial reform efforts. Available in all primary budgetary units in Kabul and in the provinces, it captures 99 percent of the government’s budget execution.126

Despite significant improvements in technical capacity and system developments since 2002, challenges with implementing PFM reforms remain. These stem from limited technical financial capacity, incomplete coverage, overly optimistic expectations for reform, inaccuracy of short-term forecasting, weak coordination and communication mechanisms, unclear budgetary and financial relations between the central government and provincial offices, and—perhaps most important—a lack of sustained political will.127

Poor forecasting, corruption, and security concerns have resulted in fiscal deficits through multiple budget cycles, and will likely continue to some degree given ongoing security concerns despite improved revenue generation and collection systems, and ongoing international assistance. Additionally, the budgeting process remains highly centralized; only limited efforts to establish a provincial budgeting process (as required under the Tokyo Framework) have taken place.

Though implementation of the PFM reform package has not met expectations, there have been important improvements. According to a 2013 World Bank survey using the Public Expenditure Financial Accountability framework, Afghanistan has made “remarkable progress on the fiscal front.”128 In particular, the survey noted that despite security, political, and capacity pressures, the government has strictly enforced and maintained fiscal discipline and improved transparency. Afghanistan ranked above average on a number of indicators for a low-income developing country, and scored an A rating on several measurements. Domestic revenues have increased overall, and public financial resources are tracked and reported with transparency. As a parallel, public procurement procedures have also improved throughout much of the government; President Ghani recently demanded that ministries file procurement contract paperwork with the National Procurement Authority, part of the administrative Office of the President, as an additional measure.

According to a 2013 World Bank survey, Afghanistan has made ‘remarkable progress on the fiscal front.’
Combating Corruption

Corruption in Afghanistan is a key driver of conflict and the poor performance of governance and judicial structures. It is pervasive in all levels and in all sectors of government, and the rate and costs of corruption in the private sector appear to be growing. Research indicates that corruption also contributes to the expansion of Taliban authority and capacity, further destabilizing the security environment. Moreover, corruption is becoming increasingly institutionalized and perceived as “acceptable” within society.

Looking ahead, comprehensive reforms of anticorruption institutions, including the investigation, arrest, and adjudication of corruption cases, are imperative for effective governance. This includes streamlining the work of new and older anticorruption mechanisms, improving transparency, and aggressively combating the influence of corrupt elites on the judiciary.

Key Drivers

Drivers of and opportunities for corruption differ horizontally across sectors and institutions as well as vertically across levels of authority. Observers note several common factors that may contribute to corruption problems at the local level and systemically. These include but are not limited to economic need, lack of sanctions and enforcement, weak government presence in rural areas, land competition, illegal mining, and illicit narcotics.

Poverty in Afghanistan has stagnated at around 35 percent. Some observers site low public servant salaries, compounded by skimming on the part of higher level officials, as an incentive for bribery and other forms of corruption. However, Integrity Watch Afghanistan warns of the logical fallacy in putting too much weight on the poverty factor because it “implies that the well-off are not as corrupt as the poor,” which most evidence demonstrates is untrue.

Both effective sanctions and government enforcement are lacking. Although legal frameworks and institutions have been strengthened over the years, few elites have stood trial or fulfilled sentences for corrupt activities. A culture of impunity and political pressure underlie the failure of anticorruption institutions to effectively investigate, prosecute, and adjudicate corruption crimes committed by economic and political leaders.

Functional governmental presence and influence in rural areas remain limited, particularly in southern provinces where much of the narcotics trade is centered. In these and other areas, government officials and law enforcement face credible accusations of complicity in the drug trade, land grabbing, illegal mining, and other corrupt activities. The influence of warlords, strongmen, the Taliban, and criminal organizations remains strong in these areas.

Implementation of electronic human resources, payroll, accounting, and e-governance systems have made inroads but remain incomplete. Multiple cross-sectoral efforts have been supported by the international community in partnership with local authorities to develop electronic payroll and human resources management systems, as well as e-governance, to support data management and auditing. These include the Afghanistan Human Resource Information Management System and electronic payroll systems used for the ANP, the pilot Mobile Salary Payments system for civil servants, and other electronic public administration systems developed or planned within various ministries, such as the recently launched Afghanistan Payment Systems consortium. However, recent reports note that existing systems for law enforcement are not fully functional or integrated, and e-governance and payment systems for civil servants remain under development. These limitations have a critical impact on ongoing efforts to mitigate corruption at all levels of government and across all sectors, and significantly hinder both Afghan and international auditing efforts.
Land competition is linked to both conflict and corruption. Growing urbanization and the complexity of Afghanistan's land management regime have increased the number and intensity of land disputes over fifteen years both within and between families. The bureaucratic complexity of processes to register land or apply for construction permits is prohibitive and presents many opportunities for connected elites to claim state land for private gain. Between 50 and 70 percent of conflicts addressed in TDR mechanisms involve land and property. Moreover, urbanization, restructuring legal and social frameworks, and returning refugees and internally displaced Afghans have disrupted customary settlement and ownership patterns since 2002, which in turn exaggerates competition. The state's capacity to manage land registration and disputes is low, and officials are often complicit. “Illegal distribution of land in effect has become a form of currency, used by the executive to buy the allegiance of political elites.”

Illegal mining is also a key driver of corruption. Afghanistan has an estimated $1 trillion in extractive mineral reserves, including: tourmaline, chromite, lapis lazuli, marble, opals, emeralds, coal, crude oil, rubies, and other goods. Competition for these resources rests mainly between local political elites and strongmen, with funding channeled to insurgent groups. Illegal mining is thought to provide the second largest source of revenue to the Taliban, though mining contributed to less than 1 percent of the state's revenue in 2013. Despite promises by the NUG, movement to strengthen the Mining Law, publish mining data, reinforce oversight capacity, or support community monitoring mechanisms has been limited. Notably, after a 2014 insurgent takeover of a lapis mine in Badakhshan Province, the government canceled the mining company's contract for failure to perform, and has made no effort to retake the mine or provide security for legalized extraction.

The value of Afghanistan's opium crop in 2016 was equivalent to around 5 percent of gross domestic product, production having risen by 43 percent over 2015 levels through expanded use of land for cultivation. Although the rate of opium cultivation and production has fluctuated—linked largely to international profitability, climate conditions, and control of poppy-growing areas—recent trends represent “a worrying reversal of efforts” to stem and combat illicit narcotics. The drug trade contributes to increased civilian casualties, human rights violations (including a noted rise in bride prices for women and girls), and endemic corruption within the security and governance sectors. Corruption among police, central, and local officials is highly associated with opium trafficking.

Frameworks and Mechanisms

Afghanistan's anticorruption policy and legal framework is broad, and requires systemic revisions to strengthen authorities and enforcement across sectors, improve coordination across institutions, and sustain political will. The Ghani administration has made strides in meeting commitments dating to the 2010 London and Kabul conferences, as well as the Tokyo Mutual Accountability Framework, but progress has been uneven and incomplete.

In 2016, President Ghani elevated the Governance and Justice Council to the Higher Council of Governance, Justice and Fight against Corruption (Higher Council). The Higher Council supervises the National Anti-Corruption Strategy and is chaired by the president. The Anti-Corruption Council was established by decree in 2016 and reports to the Higher Council. Its core activities include prevention, awareness, and promoting public accountability. Duties include drafting the National Anti-Corruption Strategy, directing and monitoring ministry implementation of anticorruption programs, and supporting legislative drafting. The agency is led by the president and includes the CEO, both vice presidents, the
chief justice, presidential advisers on justice and transparency, the MOJ, the attorney general, the director of the Supreme Board of Audit, the director of the High Office of Oversight and Anti-Corruption (HOOAC), the director of the IARCSC, and the director of the IDLG.

Established by decree in June 2016, the Anti-Corruption Justice Center is mandated to investigate and address major crimes derived from administrative corruption. This is similar to the investigative authority previously granted to the HOOAC under President Karzai. The Supreme Court, AGO, and MOI are charged with establishing “special courts, special prosecution offices and corruption crimes detection police under supervision of the major crimes unit of the center,” as well as determining the jurisdictions of the special courts and units. The administrative and financial affairs of the Center are regulated by the AGO with a separate budget. Staff will be appointed by the Supreme Court, AGO, and MOI. The center may receive case referrals from the Higher Council as necessary. It will, government and judicial interviewees agreed, likely be modeled after the Counter-Narcotics Tribunal. It is unclear how the Justice Center will coordinate with the existing Anti-Corruption Unit of the AGO or the Anti-Corruption Tribunal under the Supreme Court.

Established in 2008 to identify and refer high-level corruption cases to state prosecutors and to catalogue declared oversees assets of Afghan officials, the High Office of Oversight and Anti-Corruption made early progress in registering assets, but verification processes lagged and disappointed donors. In 2010, President Karzai provided the HOOAC with direct investigative and prosecutorial powers by decree. From 2011 to 2013, USAID provided financial and capacity support. In August 2015, however, President Ghani stripped the HOOAC of its investigative and prosecutorial authorities but did not cancel the agency. Ostensibly, HOOAC’s investigative and prosecutorial powers were transferred to the Anti-Corruption Justice Center in a presidential decree on June 30, 2016. The director of the HOOAC is a member of the new Anti-Corruption Council. It is unclear what authorities remain to the HOOAC relative to the Higher Council of Governance and the Anti-Corruption Council.

Established in 2010 by decree within the framework of the HOOAC, the Joint Anti-Corruption Monitoring and Evaluation Committee (MEC) is intended to be functionally and financially independent. Despite falling under HOOAC, the MEC is seen as a somewhat duplicative agency. The MEC is charged with developing anticorruption recommendations and benchmarks; monitoring and evaluating anticorruption efforts; and reporting to the president, parliament, Afghan people, and international community. In 2011, the MEC recommended Afghanistan develop a comprehensive national anticorruption strategy plus an UNAMA-led international anticorruption strategy. In November 2015, USAID and other donors threatened to withdraw funding for the MEC amid reports of corruption and waste among committee members, including expensing personal and luxury goods and billing nonworking days. Under the September 2015 Self-Reliance through Mutual Accountability Framework, a key indicator is to “put in place mechanisms to review and implement the MEC’s national plan to reduce corruption.” It is not currently clear how the MEC will coordinate with the Anti-Corruption Council or the Higher Council on Governance.

Situated within the MOI, the Major Crimes Task Force is charged with investigating public corruption, organized crime, and kidnapping. The office was established in 2010 with funding from several US law enforcement agencies, British law enforcement, and the Australian Federal Police. As of 2015, according to US officials, it had a staff of 169 investigators. Its status relative to the Anti-Corruption Council, like that of other agencies, is unclear.
The AGO Anti-Corruption Unit and Supreme Court Anti-Corruption Tribunal are investigative and prosecutorial bodies established in 2009 by decree. The eleven-judge tribunal falls under the Supreme Court to adjudicate cases referred by the Anti-Corruption Unit of the AGO. It began hearing cases in Kabul in January 2010 and has since branched to include additional tribunals in primary and appeals courts in at least seven provinces. In early 2012, the US Department of Justice suspended training for the AGO Anti-Corruption Unit because of “lack of seriousness.” As of early 2015, only twenty-eight of the approximately two thousand cases investigated had resulted in conviction. It is currently unclear how the tribunals or units will operate relative to the Anti-Corruption Justice Center.

Established by the Supreme Court in 2006, the Judicial Surveillance Department (also translated as the Judicial Integrity Monitoring Department) investigates misconduct of judges, administrative staff, and others “who facilitate corruption in the courts of the judiciary.” The department answers to the chief justice and, in practice, is involved in all aspects of corruption response, from receiving and logging complaints, to conducting investigations, and referral for trial directly to the Court. Although arrest of judicial staff is reportedly conducted by the AGO, handling of judges’ cases appears to remain in-house. A 2015 department report showed that 426 judicial personnel had been arrested, including ninety-one judges, seventy-five court staff, and 260 “other persons who have misused the Supreme Court’s name.” In a July 2016 interview, the chief justice said that number had risen to 659, including an additional thirteen judges and seventy staff. Although the department, the AGO, and the MOI or police coordinate to some extent, efforts to do so are largely ad hoc and most corruption issues are handled internally. Department representatives report instances of pressure to protect accused from investigation. Evidence is often collected through sting operations, where judges are filmed accepting bribes. The legal framework for these operations is unclear, as are procedures to authorize video or audio surveillance.

Authorized under the 2005 Counter-Narcotics Law, the Counter-Narcotics Justice Center and Tribunal (CNJC) is meant to prosecute all drug cases reaching specified thresholds. These include two kilograms of heroin, ten kilograms of opium, or fifty kilograms of hashish, precursor chemicals, and other substances. The CNJC houses both the Criminal Justice Task Force—a self-contained unit of prosecutors, investigators, and primary and appellate judges—as well as the tribunal. The CNJC is broadly respected, according to judicial and government interviewees, and is a model for the new Anti-Corruption Justice Center. From January 2014 to January 2015, CNJC prosecutors processed 609 cases involving 775 suspects. Most convictions led to detention in Kabul’s infamous Pol-e-Charkhi prison. The tribunal’s high rate of conviction and imprisonment, around 98 percent, has raised questions about due process protections. Adjudications rarely involve the submission or review of evidence, and instead focus on discussions between prosecutors and judges. Although private defense attorneys occasionally participate, they are not mandated and have not received capacity support under US-sponsored assistance for the CNJC.

Following the 2010 Kabul Conference, parliament enacted a law on the Supreme Board of Audit in 2013 that mandates the Supreme Audit Office to undertake audits of government institutions. This was paired with a 2012 parliamentary revision to the Public Finance and Expenditure Management Law, which removed the Ministry of Finance’s authority to audit government institutions. Afghanistan’s Supreme Audit Office had lost membership in several auditing organizations in the past due to noncompliance with international standards. Since 2013, it has regained memberships. The MEC noted, however, that “the Audit
Law lacks enforcement mechanisms to ensure compliance with the Supreme Audit Office’s recommendations.”

In 2011, parliament ratified a revised civil service law that instituted merit-based hiring and provided a statutory framework for the Independent Administrative Reform and Civil Service Commission. Integrity Watch Afghanistan has noted in multiple surveys that patronage-based appointments are the main form of corruption when it comes to recruitment of high officials. The IARCSC has redefined more than eighty thousand civil servant job descriptions and pay grades, many of which will represent a pay increase for personnel. 

Observers note that the capacity of the IARCSC teams, the quality of service revisions, and insufficient budget, has hindered implementation. Human resources teams within ministries and agencies impacted by the reforms lack the capacity to effectively fill the positions.

Established by decree in 2015, the National Procurement Authority (NPA) acts as the Secretariat for the National Procurement Commission (NPC) and is situated within the Office of the President. The NPA incorporates the duties and responsibilities of the former Procurement Policy Unit, Contract Management Office, and Afghanistan Reconstruction and Development Services. The NPC was established under two decrees in 2015, supplants the former Special Procurement Commission, and is chaired by the president. The CEO, second vice president, and ministers of finance, justice, and economy are members. The establishment of the NPC and NPA coincide with the revision of the Public Procurement Law, by presidential decree, in October 2015.

National Unity Government Response

Efforts to combat corruption have been mixed and repeatedly revised. Over fifteen years, legal and institutional developments have been largely ad hoc, disjointed, and without an overall strategy that included a coordinated national and international approach. The Karzai era saw the establishment of numerous anticorruption oversight mechanisms and tribunals, including duplicative systems. Many of these were supported by the United States and other donors, though none delivered on expectations. The HOOAC and MEC, for example, were created separately but functioned essentially as parallel structures.

The international push for reform has come mainly through the 2012 Tokyo Mutual Accountability Framework. The National Unity Government has pledged to prioritize anticorruption, particularly through the 2015 Self-Reliance through Mutual Accountability Framework. It showed significant promise early on: the NUG reopened the Kabul Bank case, conducted surprise visits to government offices, fired officials perceived as incompetent or corrupt, and have begun streamlining governmental structures.

However, President Ghani has also appointed former ministers of finance and education as senior advisers despite records of suspected corruption. It also remains unclear how the new anticorruption institutions established in 2016 will coordinate with or supplant earlier structures. Without concerted efforts to streamline or unify, the anticorruption framework itself risks becoming a source of waste and opaqueness.

The Ghani administration has taken several key actions to date:

- October 2014, reopened investigations into the Kabul Bank scandal of 2010 resulting in the loss of nearly $900 million in deposits.
- December 2014, dismissed administrative officials and police chiefs in Herat Province, stating that all but the police and chief attorney would face corruption charges.
February 2015, created the National Procurement Agency, which effectively centralizes nearly all government procurement through its office, which is chaired by the president.

May 2015, fired the Minister of Urban Development for allegedly accepting $900 million in bribes.\textsuperscript{171}

August 2015, stripped the Karzai era High Office for Oversight and Anti-Corruption of its investigative and prosecutorial powers.

October 2015, issued directive to transition from cash-based to electronic payments for salaries, tariffs, utilities payments, taxes, and other fees via mobile money or electronic bank transfers,\textsuperscript{172} a commitment linked to efforts since 2009 to electronify salary payments within the Afghan National Police, and a more recent Mobile Payment System pilot within the civil service.

April 2016, established the Anti-Corruption Council and promoted the Governance and Justice Council to the Higher Council of Governance, Justice and Fight Against Corruption, which oversees the Anti-Corruption Council.

June 2016, established the Anti-Corruption Judicial Center and charged it with investigating and “addressing” major corruption cases; decree calls on the Attorney General and Supreme Court to establish special courts, special prosecution offices, and corruption crimes detection centers (thought to be modeled from the special narcotics court).

Although these steps are promising, other indicators reveal continuing technical and material capacity shortages—particularly in the Attorney General’s Office and related anticorruption institutions, as well as with implementation of electronic payment systems. Currently, implementation of anticorruption institutional mandates are under way despite a lack of clarity about coordination mechanisms and potential duplication of both mandates and authorities.

Protecting Human Rights and Building Society

The groups and human rights issues discussed here are not exhaustive: critical issues, cross-cutting themes, and entire communities are necessarily excluded because of space constraints. Not being included neither diminishes the experiences of particular groups, nor lessens the importance of particular human rights challenges.

Key Achievements

The Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission is broadly respected and has twice received an A grading by the international national human rights accreditation body. It has also produced dozens of regular and thematic reports on human rights issues ranging from detention conditions, to violence against women, persons with disabilities, press freedoms, and access to justice, among others. Although its credibility was challenged in 2012 and 2013 when processes to remove and replace commissioners did not adequately align with the Paris Principles, the commission has continued its work and remains broadly independent.

Since 2002, proliferation of civil society organizations registered and operating throughout Afghanistan has been massive. Civil society and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) serve a variety of roles ranging from service delivery to human rights monitoring and reporting, to advocacy and lobbying, and technical roles. The 2005 Law on Non-Governmental Organizations, and the 2013 Law on Associations, establish registration and operational requirements

\textsuperscript{The Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission is broadly respected and has twice received an A grading by the international national human rights accreditation body.}
for a variety of civil society organizations, and many NGOs report that government interference in registration is limited.

Media outlets—including independent media—have also expanded exponentially and operate in television, radio, print, social media, and other mediums. This growth has in turn dramatically increased access to information and widened the public debate space for governance, human rights, and rule of law progress and challenges. Afghanistan's media diversity is a major success story, and has resulted in improved professionalization and a decline in legal harassment. Journalists continue to be targeted for extrajudicial discrimination, harassment, and other forms of persecution, including murder, however. Women journalists remain particularly targeted.

Additionally, numerous laws and presidential decrees to expand human rights protections have been enacted, just as international instruments on the rights of persons with disabilities, women, children, and refugees have been ratified. These frameworks, along with the 2004 Constitution, provide a strong foundation for human rights protections for key vulnerable groups, and for the exercise of fundamental civil, economic, political, social, and cultural rights. Although implementation of these laws faces significant challenges, the expanded status of legal protections marks a notable improvement.

Access to education, employment, and political participation for women and girls has also increased over fourteen years. Millions of girls attend school, 3,700 women are medical doctors, and approximately 1,500 women serve as police officers. In addition, sixty-eight women serve in parliament, and more than two hundred serve as judges. Although these numbers are far from equitable relative to men's, they are an important shift from the Taliban era.

Key Challenges

Deeply entrenched traditional and customary practices continue to subordinate women and girls, legitimize control by male family members, and link family and community honor to the real and perceived attitudes, behaviors, and activities of its women. These harmful structures and dynamics cannot be successfully modified through top-down, state-imposed reforms. Meaningful engagements with local leaders and collaborative, incremental interventions must be developed that both account for the reality of the Afghan experience in specific contexts and specific areas, and recognize the long-term processes and investments required to reshape beliefs, practices, and structures.

Legislation is weak in both planning and drafting, while training and resource provisions for implementation are inadequate and oversight is ineffective. Despite numerous laws, decrees, and regulations, human rights and state obligations are largely ignored in practice. Many government officials—particularly at the local level—are unaware of new laws and lack the resources to effectively implement and monitor even where knowledge is complete. They do not have proven mechanisms for oversight and implementation by design, and activities often do not align with constitutional and international standards.

Prioritizing and planning for human rights reforms by both the Afghan government and the international community are also inadequate. As in many other countries, human rights reforms are easily sidelined by other issues perceived as more urgent or politically popular. In Afghanistan, this has resulted in a race to the bottom, where stated human rights priorities are regularly negotiated away in exchange for other agreements, and commitments on paper are rarely implemented.
Security challenges and abuses by both state and nonstate actors are increasing. Although the Taliban continues to target women, minorities, other vulnerable groups, civil society, and the media, so do government forces. A significant proportion of civilian casualties and abuses are attributed to government security forces, army and police, prison guards, defense attorneys, prosecutors, judges, and other civil servants who regularly abuse their authority to extort, pressure, and violate people.

Political will and government capacity for systemic reform are both lacking. Human rights improvements are challenging to measure, and require changes in attitudes, beliefs, interpersonal relations, and social structures. Paper-based reforms, such as legislation and policy, are easy to write and fulfill many common indicators set by donors and governments. Because the NUG is facing increased scrutiny on its efforts to combat corruption, improve public administration, and strengthen fiscal policy, human rights is easily subsumed into broader themes. Although human rights are cross-cutting and cross-sectoral, this practice allows reform objectives to be overshadowed by more tangible activities and a high-tides-lift-all-boats approach. Renewed attention and more vigorous and clearly stated objectives are required to strengthen political will and improve capacity.

By many measures, the human rights situation in Afghanistan has improved since 2002, given fundamental legal, institutional, and practical developments. Yet the country’s overall human rights record remains dismal. Normative and strategic errors in assistance planning and implementation among the international community have resulted in fifteen years of uneven—and potentially unsustainable—human rights developments. Afghanistan’s bleak record stems not only from capacity gaps and corruption across most sectors, but also from endemic social and institutional patterns of discrimination. This is exaggerated by de jure and de facto conflicts between Afghanistan’s international human rights obligations, the supremacy of sharia, and entrenched customary practices. Although criticism of Afghanistan’s human rights record should not diminish the country’s important gains in this area, it is important to understand how precarious those gains actually are. Consolidating improvements in human rights requires a renewed and non-negotiable commitment to prioritizing human rights processes and indicators that mitigate opportunities to bargain away fundamental rights and liberties behind closed doors.

**Human Rights Legal, Policy, and Institutional Framework**

Afghanistan’s 2004 Constitution is the supreme legal instrument guiding human rights protections and state obligations. The preamble and Articles 6, 7, and 48 commit Afghanistan to respecting the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the UN Charter, and a range of civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights. Articles 29 and 49 prohibit forced labor, torture, and other inhumane punishments; Articles 52 and 43 provide for free health care and education respectively. Articles 62, 72, 85, and 118 prohibit the election or appointment of a president, vice presidents, ministers, members of parliament, or Supreme Court justices that have been convicted of crimes against humanity. Article 58 provides the right to file complaints of human rights violations with the AIHRC; and Article 31 provides for free legal aid for indigent defendants.

The Constitution, however, also embraces a legal pluralism that complicates interpretation and implementation of its provisions. Article 3 provides that “no law can be contrary to the beliefs and provisions of the sacred religion of Islam” and Article 149 states that “the provisions of
adherence to the fundamentals of...Islam...cannot be amended.” The Constitution lacks clarity as to which tenets of Islam or jurisprudences of Islamic law apply, and provides no guidance on how conflicts between domestic, international, and Islamic legal obligations shall be resolved. This, combined with the historic influence of informal customary practices (some of which also violate sharia), weaken the legal status of rights and obligations under the Constitution and hinder effective implementation.

Beyond this, the country has adopted numerous laws, presidential decrees, policies, and frameworks to regulate specific behaviors, obligations, rights, and liberties. These address, for example: persons with disabilities, violence against women, care of minors and child soldier recruitment, freedom of assembly, labor, and other issues. Laws and decrees on prisons, police, defense advocates, the AGO, courts, torture allegations, and juvenile justice protect due process and access to justice rights; laws on mass media, NGOs, and public demonstrations assist the independent functions of civil society and journalists; and development policies and national action plans seek to empower historically marginalized groups. Afghanistan has also ratified many key international human rights instruments.

Yet implementation of all laws and policies remain inadequate and uneven. Central and local governments lack the financial, human, and institutional resources to monitor compliance and effectively implement obligations and protections. In some cases, officials are not even aware that laws have been passed. In others, political will for implementation is totally lacking.

The constitutionally mandated AIHRC has long been seen as the great success story among post-2001 Afghan institutions. It was awarded an A status grading by the International Coordinating Committee for National Human Rights Institutions in 2007. Commissioners during this period were widely seen as independent of government influence and actively engaged in human rights promotion, monitoring, and reporting. After Karzai’s 2011 removal of three long-standing and widely respected commissioners, the process to appoint new commissioners in 2013 undermined the legitimacy of the AIHRC’s independence and its compliance with the Paris Principles. By several measures, the new commissioners lacked experience and qualifications in the human rights field, and as a group lacked political independence. Combined, the new body of commissioners effectively gutted the AIHRC’s role in promoting transitional justice.

These challenges harmed the AIHRC in the eyes of both the Afghan public and the international community. The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights noted that the handling of the entire process put the AIHRC at risk of a downgrade by the Coordinating Committee in 2014. Although the AIHRC’s work is both critical and laudable, the institution has not fully recovered its reputation. The 2013 appointment process highlights the legal and functional vulnerability of the AIHRC to executive influence.

**Women’s Human Rights**

By almost any measure, much work remains to be done on women’s human rights in Afghanistan. As of 2016, approximately 51 percent of women detainees were incarcerated for so-called moral crimes—many of which are not codified in the Afghan penal code or other laws. Illustrative examples are numerous. Around 60 to 80 percent of marriages are arranged, for example. A significant number of brides are under the statutory age of sixteen. The practice of *badal* (the exchange of women between families) and *baad* (the “giving” of women to settle disputes) remain prevalent despite legal prohibitions. Spousal rape is not criminalized under
the law. Murder in the name of honor remains prevalent. Women’s human rights defenders are high-profile targets for harassment and murder.

International and domestic prioritization of counterinsurgency and counterterrorism, paired with the “light footprint” approach to development, set the stage for disjointed and ad hoc efforts to broaden women’s inclusion and protect their human rights in the absence of an overarching strategic vision. Over time, this has enabled increasingly powerful opponents to undermine gains and block advancements through openly hostile dialogue and actions. Recent examples of this backslide are numerous. The Elimination of Violence against Women law, for example, was withdrawn from parliamentary debate after it was contentiously adopted by decree in 2009. The same year, parliament adopted a highly discriminatory Shiite personal status law that significantly limited women’s rights within marriage. In 2013, women’s political representation in elected office was effectively reduced when legislated women’s quotas for provincial councils were lowered from 25 to 20 percent, and were eliminated entirely for district councils; during debates, conservative factions sought unsuccessfully to eliminate the provincial council quotas as well. In 2015, conservative factions successfully obstructed the appointment of a woman to the Afghan Supreme Court through arguments centered on women’s fitness to serve rather than merit.

State agencies charged with gender-mainstreaming and advocacy have not fared much better. A 2014 Afghanistan Research and Evaluation Unit report noted that “the over-politicized, symbolic, isolated and urban women’s rights rhetoric has resulted in the creation of unsuccessful institutional roles, such as MOWA [Ministry of Women’s Affairs] and its subsequent Gender Units, which cannot miraculously transform Afghanistan’s patriarchal social structures and women’s secondary status, particularly in just 12 years.”

**Children’s Human Rights**

Approximately half of Afghanistan’s thirty-two million people are children younger than seventeen; an estimated 12.2 million children are under fifteen. Since 2001, the situation of Afghan children has improved by many indicators. More children attend school than during any of the past thirty years, including 3.5 million girls; approximately 2,500 schools are dedicated entirely to girls’ education. Afghanistan has also worked to improve infrastructure for juvenile justice, including a policy focus on rehabilitation, education, and social services, despite infrastructure and monitoring challenges. Afghanistan has also ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child and numerous International Labor Organization instruments on banning specified child labor practices. It has also enacted laws on education and child marriage, and developed a national policy against child trafficking. Child mortality has decreased and access to health care has improved. Yet children continue to face significant impediments due to resurgent conflict, displacement, poor service delivery and infrastructure, and entrenched poverty, which has remained at around 35 percent since 2008.

Despite developments, critical provisions of many laws are not implemented and Afghanistan has not incorporated the Convention on the Rights of the Child into domestic law. Many government institutions continue to apply customary law and sharia across a host of issues affecting children, including early marriage. Seventy-three percent of children with disabilities are out of school, versus 51 percent of those without disabilities. Significant numbers of children also have health challenges, including stunted growth, wasting, and anemia. Despite statutory prohibitions, 53 percent of juvenile detainees are housed with adults and 71 percent are sentenced to a year or more.
Beyond this, lack of enforcement and accountability have left many children exposed to sexual and physical abuse and exploitation, forced labor, recruitment by insurgents and the Afghan Local Police, and limited access to adequate nutrition, health care, education, and other services. Child abuse remains underreported and largely unpunished, and is committed by families, government authorities, religious figures, insurgent groups, and security forces. Most children born in Afghanistan are not registered with the government, which challenges future access to government services, as well as education and employment opportunities. This is particularly difficult for children born to nomadic tribes and children born out of wedlock.

According to a report supported by Save the Children Sweden, “Afghanistan continues to be one of the worst places in the world to be a child.”

**Rights of Persons with Disabilities**

Unofficial estimates from 2013 suggest that up to two million Afghans are disabled, 61 percent of whom are women and children. Physical disability is the most common (36.5 percent), followed by sensorial (25.5 percent). Most of those with disabilities live in central and western regions, including Kabul and Herat, and Samangan in the north; southern areas, though, have a higher proportion of disability relative to population density. A majority of disabilities (26 percent) originate at birth or during the first year of life; 17 percent are conflict related. The continuing presence of landmines and explosive devices around the country also affect incidents of disability.

The 2004 Constitution prohibits discrimination of any kind and requires the state to assist persons with disabilities and protect their rights. In 2013, the government enacted a disabilities law and continued to implement a five-year national disability action plan. The lead agency on disability issues is the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, Martyrs and Disabled. Other stakeholders include the Ministry of Public Health—responsible for medical treatment and physical rehabilitation, and the Ministry of Education. The AIHRC also has an Advocacy Committee for the Rights of Persons with Disabilities within its secretariat. An interministerial Taskforce on Disability, chaired by the Ministry of Public Health and hosted by the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, Martyrs and Disabled was established in 2014 and is in the process of developing a national disability policy.

Overall, assistance to persons with disabilities has improved, having been virtually nonexistent in 2001. This includes progress in inclusive education, psychosocial support, peer-to-peer support, and the development of a community-based rehabilitation network. Civil society and disabled persons’ organizations have also flourished, interviewees report, though most have struggled to sustain activities as donor support has been reduced in recent years. However, efforts to assist, rehabilitate, and integrate persons with disabilities have been hampered by a severe lack of services, poor infrastructure, gaps in technical capacity, insecurity, and inadequate funding. Beyond this persons with disabilities remain a socially and economically marginalized group and continue to face discrimination in access to employment and services. The situation of women and children with disabilities remain especially dire.

**Rights of Minorities and Other Marginalized Groups**

The Constitution establishes Islam as the official state religion but allows followers of other faiths to practice their religion within the limits of the law. According to Supreme Court interpretations of the Constitution and Islamic law, conversion from Islam to another religion
is apostasy, which is punishable by death. Apostasy is not defined in the criminal code but falls under the seven offenses making up the *hudud* as defined by sharia. Publication of materials contrary to the principles of Islam or offensive to other religions is prohibited, as is proselytizing.

In practice, the courts reportedly discriminate against non-Muslims, often applying Hanafi jurisprudence in cases where claimants are not Muslim. Christians avoid situations that may be interpreted as proselytizing for fear of retribution. Sikhs and Hindus report harassment and administrative barriers in cremating their dead and in access to land. They also report ongoing discrimination, including unequal access to government jobs and harassment in education institutions, as well as physical and verbal abuse in public spaces. No recent cases of government prosecution for apostasy or blasphemy have been reported, but one person convicted of blasphemy in 2013 continues to serve a twenty-year prison sentence.

With regard to political rights, the Constitution provides a minimum quota for minority nomads in the upper house of the National Assembly; the president’s appointees to the Meshrano Jirga should include two nomads. The participation of nomads is also required in provincial and district councils, though minimum quotas are not established.

Conflict among Afghan communities has resulted in killings, displacement, and societal discrimination for years, particularly against Shi’a Hazara and nomadic groups. Perpetrators include not only insurgent groups, the Taliban, and local authorities, but also outsiders such as the self-proclaimed Islamic State. Hazaras face extortion of money through illegal taxation, forced recruitment and forced labor, physical abuse, kidnapping, and detention. In July 2016, Hazaras were specifically targeted in the single deadliest attack in Kabul since 2001. NGO reports also indicate that Hazaras face discrimination in the armed services; police personnel, for example, are reportedly posted to insecure areas of the country and to positions of symbolic authority with little real power.

Stateless persons in Afghanistan as well as ethnic and religious minorities face challenges. Although demographic and other information on the stateless population is highly limited, observers note that challenges with the Citizenship Law, combined with procedures to obtain the national identity card (*tazkera*), have exacerbated the statelessness problem by setting up de facto barriers. This has enabled the government and local strongmen to displace some nomadic groups who lack citizenship status or identity documents. Reports indicate that local authorities have concluded that some nomadic groups—such as the Bangriwala, Vangawala, and Mosulis (nomads originally of Iraqi origin who have lived in Afghanistan for centuries) whose women work outside the home and reportedly engage in begging in some urban areas—are not Afghans and can be forcibly removed from their areas.

Discrimination against particular nomadic groups is also evident within the legal framework. Afghanistan’s 2014 Law on Registration of Population Records, for example, includes a focus on the nomadic Kochi peoples but does not address the status of other nomads. Article 14 allows *tazkera* to be issued to Kochi based on their summer or winter living location after their identity has been verified by a lawful relative and certified by the approval of a registered Kochi representative. In practice, this does not apply to other nomadic groups such as Mosulis, Bangriwala, and Vangawala. According to a recent report, the central government has told provincial authorities not to issue *tazkera* to the Mosulis, “to avoid future security threats.”
Refugees and Internally Displaced Persons

Afghanistan was the world’s top producer of refugees for most of the thirty-three years between 1981 and 2013. As of 2015, around 2.7 million Afghans remained forcibly displaced outside the country, new asylum claims having increased in 2014 and 2015. Despite these trends, Afghanistan has also seen nearly 4.7 million voluntary returns since 2002.

The majority of Afghan refugees live in Pakistan (1.6 million) and the Islamic Republic of Iran (951,000), in addition to Germany (30,000), Austria (17,500), Sweden (13,100), Italy (12,200), and India (10,200). Iran and Pakistan also host significant numbers of undocumented Afghans, estimated at 1.5 to 2 million in Iran and 1 million in Pakistan. These estimates, however, are potentially inaccurate given that neither UN High Commissioner for Refugees nor the US government can independently verify the number of Afghan refugees or the number of annual refugee deaths reported by the Pakistani and Iranian governments.

Most refugees in Iran and Pakistan have been in refugee status for more than three decades, making them the largest protracted group worldwide. For refugees seeking protection within Afghanistan, the country does not currently have a system for registering refugee status and granting asylum, nor for providing protection. This is despite Afghanistan’s accession to the 1951 Convention on Refugees. Approximately 221,432 Pakistani refugees currently live in Khost and Paktika provinces.

An estimated 1.3 million Afghans are internally displaced, 492,600 in 2015 alone. Internally Displaced Persons reportedly suffer from lack of access to basic government-provided protection, including personal and physical security and shelter, as well as discrimination, inadequate sanitation, and limited economic opportunity often leading to secondary displacement. Domestic violence remains a problem for women living in Internally Displaced Persons camps.

Civil Society

The number of registered civil society organizations (CSOs) in Afghanistan, including human rights defenders, has grown exponentially since 2001. According to a 2015 study, Afghanistan hosts approximately seven thousand CSOs, including more than two thousand NGOs registered with the Ministry of Economy and five thousand associations (including social organizations, foundations, and unions) registered with the Ministry of Justice. Civil society also includes numerous informal and unregistered community organizations, including village-based councils, and youth movements.

Because the government was unable to provide critical public services early in Afghanistan’s transition, civil society has since 2001 consistently filled the gap across a host of areas. Civil society also plays an important monitoring and reporting role on human rights developments and abuses. The proliferation and professionalism of local CSOs is one of Afghanistan’s great success stories and reflects the early prioritization of and attention to this sector during and following the Bonn Conference.

Although public perceptions of civil society have improved by recent measures, many Afghans report that the sector is burdened by corruption. In 2013, Transparency International found that 34 percent of Afghans felt the NGO sector is extremely corrupt. This perception has since begun to improve, the Asia Foundation finding that confidence in NGOs increased from 52 percent in 2013 to 57 percent in 2014. Recognition of CSO contributions in service delivery and improving governance remains limited, however.
Media, Freedom of Information, and Access to Information

Like civil society, Afghanistan’s media diversity is often cited as a major post-2001 success story. Before 2001, Afghanistan hosted virtually no broadcast and few print media outlets. Today, constitutional guarantees for freedom of the press and expression and a relaxed mass media law have enabled the proliferation of hundreds of diverse media outlets. These include roughly ninety local and national television channels, 174 radio stations, two hundred print outlets, and twelve news agencies. Afghanistan currently has a 75.7 percent radio penetration, 61.6 percent television penetration, and 9.6 percent internet penetration for news and information. This is matched by increased professional standards among journalists and a decline in legal harassment and censorship over pre-2001 levels.

President Ghani signed a Freedom of Information law in December 2014, a step that Integrity Watch Afghanistan labeled “a positive step for promoting transparency and accountability” while noting the need for “further improvements.” Despite these improvements, Afghanistan continues to rank among the bottom in freedom of the press surveys—particularly for protection of journalists. Journalists are regularly arrested, threatened, harassed, and detained by government actors seeking to silence opposition and critical reporting. Local authorities have occasionally forced the closure of media outlets in retaliation for reporting on corruption and other sensitive issues. Warlords and strongmen also use intimidation and threats to constrain freedom of speech, particularly in the provinces. Targeted threats and assassinations by the Taliban have increased recently, the Taliban having declared several outlets as “legitimate military targets” in 2015. Women journalists, who make up approximately 30 percent of media workers, face particular threats and harassment from both state and nonstate actors.

Transitional Justice

Today, despite formally acceding to the International Criminal Court’s Rome Statute in February 2003, Afghanistan has no comprehensive policy on transitional justice and efforts in this area are largely disjointed. A large-scale donor-supported reintegration program was started in 2010 to encourage insurgents to lay down arms, adhere to the Constitution and domestic law, and reintegrate into social and economic life. To date, the program has made only marginal progress; it fails to effectively integrate reconciliation as part of its overall mission and activities, and it suffers from a lack of shared vision on the part of Afghan officials and international donors.

In 2007, the Afghan parliament promulgated legislation offering amnesty to fighters who laid down their arms. The law does not include any temporal limitations or exceptions for war crimes, crimes against humanity, or other serious human rights violations, though it grants victims the right to file criminal complaints. The law thus effectively transferred the state’s obligation to address serious international crimes to individual victims, and essentially eliminated both the motive and need under domestic law for the government to investigate and hold perpetrators accountable. This has left the AIHRC, along with several civil society umbrella groups and individual complainants, as the only actors with a mandate to investigate and redress past and ongoing human rights violations.

In September 2016, the government concluded an agreement with Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, leader of the Hezb-e-Islami group, promising immunity for past political and military acts in exchange for an end to his activities against the government.
In November 2016, International Criminal Court (ICC) prosecutors began evaluating investigations in Afghanistan, and have specifically referenced the actions of US soldiers and intelligence officials. Past ICC preliminary examination reports suggest that alleged abuses by the Afghan government will also receive scrutiny. In last year’s report, the prosecutor’s office described a range of alleged crimes by Afghan forces, including torture and mistreatment of thousands of detainees. Senior Afghan officials indicated in interviews that they would welcome investigators to Kabul and look forward to determining the details of any ICC investigation.

**Recommendations**

These recommendations target the government of Afghanistan, Afghan civil society and media, and the international community. They address core rule of law, governance, and human rights issues that require coordination across sectors and institutions. The final set targets the international community, focusing on issues related to strategic assistance frameworks and implementation planning. The recommendations do not attempt to address all challenges or needs, but instead provide an overview of potential next steps (for detailed related action items, see the appendix).

**Rule of Law**

Existing rule of law frameworks need to be strengthened to combat judicial corruption—particularly among judges, prosecutors, and defense attorneys—and to improve transparency of accountability processes. The judiciary currently investigates and responds to judicial corruption in-house. Transparency and accountability mechanisms, however, are both lacking. To ensure that processes in Afghanistan better align with recognized standards, the international community should expand the technical and material resources available to the Supreme Court. It also needs to support awareness of ongoing efforts in coordination with the judiciary and civil society watchdogs. The judiciary needs to assess the influence political and economic elites have on judicial outcomes, and to develop strategies and processes to increase transparency, monitoring, and reporting.

A coherent strategy and feasible, adequately resourced mechanisms should be developed to regulate coordination between formal and informal justice systems. Whether legislative or otherwise, these mechanisms need to incorporate local and civil society input and buy-in, mitigate opportunities for corruption, and combat human rights violations and the subjugation of women and girls.

The roles, capacities, and legitimacy of community policing need to be reinforced to undergird the rule of law and help the court system, and to prevent police efforts from being diverted away from these goals and toward security and counterterrorism activities. The international community should expand its technical assistance to improve the quality of recruitment, remuneration levels and distribution processes, training, monitoring, accountability, and community engagement in partnership with the Ministry of Interior, and work to expand the role of women and combat gender-based violence.

Legal education warrants renewed focus, especially continuing legal education and legal clinics. At the same time, the sustainability and efficacy of legal education needs to be better monitored and evaluated. Just as the capacity of the Afghanistan Independent Bar Association to certify, monitor, and support Afghan lawyers needs to be strengthened. Although the quality and availability of legal education in Afghanistan has improved dramatically since,
2002, practical skill-building and attention to the role of defense attorneys remain limited. Expanded technical assistance and international partnerships to support curriculum and clinic development—in coordination with the bar association—could further consolidate already important gains.

**Governance**

Improving strategies and streamlining institutional coordination are essential to more comprehensively and transparently combating pervasive corruption. The international community should provide technical and material support to current Afghan government initiatives to reform and develop new anticorruption bodies—such as those established by the NUG—while assisting officials to streamline duplicative institutions, clarify mandates, improve coordination, and enhance transparency in anticorruption efforts across all sectors. Building Afghan and civil society capacity to provide better monitoring of administrative and procurement processes and government contract implementation should continue and include integrating better conditionality into the contracting process. Efforts to improve enforcement of existing law need to be reinforced, even while establishing and implementing effective, consistent sanctions against perpetrators of corruption at all levels of government and in the private sector.

The Afghan government’s ability to prioritize reforms and develop strategies that include feasible and inclusive processes for implementation and monitoring need to be strengthened. Reform agendas and planning should include less emphasis on immediate expected results—often organized as lists of mutual obligations—and more on ways to develop political consensus and facilitate inclusive implementation processes and feasible timelines at the local and national level—with an eye toward long-term sustainability of both processes and outcomes. Both the Afghan government and international community should expand roles for historically marginalized groups, such as women and minorities, in both establishing priorities and monitoring follow-up on stated commitments, as well as strengthening the role for media in improving public awareness of agreed priorities, implementation processes, and timelines.

Women’s effective participation in government institutions and peacebuilding, including the Afghan National Police, needs to be a mandated priority, whether through legislated or regulatory quotas (or both), as well as improved institution-level strategic planning and national policies. The security sector should develop strategic plans and standard operating procedures for the effective recruitment, training, and promotion of women that effectively address gender-based violence and gender-bias, adequately monitor implementation, and hold violators accountable. Local and national governance institutions should similarly strengthen strategic plans and standard operating procedures to expand women’s roles in leadership across sectors and focus on girls’ secondary education, through statutory or regulatory reform, paired with public outreach strategies coordinated with civil society and media.

The NUG needs to promote the legitimate roles of political parties relative to elections processes and as credible lobbying and opposition groups in healthy democracies. This should be matched within the international community by technical support to parties on organizational development, platform formation, and public outreach. Despite improvements in consolidation and organized campaigning ahead of the 2014 presidential elections, parties lack clear ties to the political process and continue to show limited capacity; the single nontransferable vote system also contributes to their weak positions. As youth and women increasingly mobilize toward parties, they expand the diversity of voices in the political process, and could be a mechanism for party expansion around policy platforms relevant for these groups.
Both the NUG and international community should ensure that development agendas are harmonized with—but not subservient to—counterterrorism and counterinsurgency goals. In many cases, development—and particularly human rights interventions—have taken second place. These relative frameworks, however, are not always mutually reinforcing and are sometimes contradictory. Clarity of priorities and frameworks are critical.

Human Rights

All parties to the conflicts confronting Afghanistan need to comply—strictly—with applicable international humanitarian law and respect international human rights law, especially instruments to which the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan is a party. Relatedly, the Afghan government has the responsibility to take all reasonable precautions and to develop effective standard operating procedures to protect civilians from hostilities and acts of terror. It also needs to take all necessary measures—without discrimination—to respect, protect, and meet the basic needs of the civilian population. Such measures include facilitating a safe operating environment for media and civil society actors to monitor and report on human rights and humanitarian developments.

Afghan and international civil society organizations with expertise in international humanitarian and human rights law, including monitoring mechanisms, should work to strengthen coordination and expand outreach at the local and national level. Concepts and practices embodied in public international law are often not easily understood or implemented, and mechanisms to enhance compliance need to be tailored to the local context if they are to be effective. Prioritizing knowledge-building and practical solutions at the community level could make these efforts both more palatable and more operational over time.

Inclusive planning and accountable implementation of human rights reforms need to be prioritized, within both Afghan government and international community activities, particularly those affecting women and children. Stated human rights priorities have been regularly negotiated away in exchange for other agreements and political wins. Commitments on paper, including legislation, are seldom fully implemented and are often overshadowed or undermined by other political and security priorities. This has led not only to marginal and uneven progress, but also to the recent diminution of hard-won gains. In reviewing and revising national reform agendas, the international community needs to better coordinate a unified vision on human rights priorities, and ensure that measurable progress against defined benchmarks are hard cast. The uneven progress to date stems from a range of complex political, security, and ideological challenges, but human rights protections need to be reframed as earnest priorities rather than tools for negotiation if they are to be meaningful and ensured. Afghan civil society and media also need to play an expanded role in identifying and prioritizing needs, and can assist in tailoring implementation plans within urban, rural, local, and national contexts.

International Community

The international community needs to continue to provide adequate and sustained support to Afghanistan and redouble its efforts in the rule of law and human rights sectors. This would include committing to longer-term horizons when planning and coordinating interventions and support. As history has shown, the focus on shorter-term, disconnected, and undercoordinated programming has limited the sustainability of efforts and frustrated both Afghans and donors alike. Although increased technical, material, and financial support is critical in some
areas, longer-term, bottom-up, and more coordinated planning that includes increased Afghan
civil society inputs could help mitigate duplication of efforts and waste.

Alliances with potentially harmful local authorities who do not share agendas should be
limited, weighing any possible gains from such relationships against the risk of endanger-
ing progress on human rights, governance, rule of law or anticorruption initiatives. Working
with local partners who have the needed credibility, willingness, and capability to implement
programming is ideal. Programming should be calibrated so as not to allow partners to abuse
their positions, attack opponents, or expand control over resources, processes, and territory.

Initiatives and programs need to be better coordinated within the international commu-
nity, the government of Afghanistan, and inside the Afghan government. More planning, due
diligence, consultations and data sharing can produce more feasible and impactful activity.
Donor states should bring a high-level political commitment to their programming. They
should, as needed, adopt policies and laws that make combating corruption a national priority,
authorize sanctions against foreign government officials who engage in corruption, and better
vet potential and current recipients of funds among both international and local implementers.

Again, development and human rights agendas need to be harmonized with counterterror-
ism and counterinsurgency goals rather than subservient to them. In many cases, development
and human rights priorities have taken second place to security priorities. The relative frame-
works are not always mutually reinforcing, however, and are sometimes contradictory. Better
understanding is imperative in regard to Afghanistan's historic legal, social, cultural, economic,
and governance traditions as they relate to ethnic, geographic, and tribal identities and gender
dynamics, and how those identities and traditions affect relations between communities and
the state.

Appendix: Key Action Items

**Rule of Law**

- Expand assistance to the Office of the Attorney General, judiciary, and corrections
  institutions to further automate and better track case management.
- Provide material and infrastructure support to public prosecutor offices in the
  provinces.
- Improve complaints receipt, handling, and investigation of public prosecutors, police,
  judges, and defense counsel to better combat corruption in the justice sector; develop
  standard operating procedures among judicial institutions to adjudicate cases, coor-
  dinated with other Afghan anticorruption institutions.
- Promulgate a multiyear strategic plan to improve and expand the role of women in
  law enforcement.
- Develop programs for judicial institutions to recruit and retain foreign-trained
  Afghan legal professionals.
- Build better legal research, legal writing, and comparative analysis skills inside the
  Ministry of Justice’s Taqnin, the Office of the Attorney General and Judiciary,
  including establishing a legal research center; expand assistance for continuing educa-
  tion “stage” courses for judges, prosecutors, and Ministry of Justice officials, especially
  those from insecure provinces; expand support for the Afghanistan Independent Bar
  Association.

Better understanding
is imperative in regard
to Afghanistan’s historic
legal, social, cultural,
economic, and
governance traditions.
• Provide technical and resource support for the Ministry of Justice’s Juvenile Rehabilitation Directorate; enhance case management systems to better protect children’s due process rights.

• Implement monitoring and reporting procedures for Afghan National Police detention centers.

• Provide resource assistance to build consensus around and support implementation of the national policy on relations between the formal judicial system and dispute resolution councils.

Governance

• Prioritize planning for district council elections, including establishing feasible timelines, allocating necessary resources, and coordinating with election monitors; assess the feasibility and resource needs to convene a Loya Jirga under the NUG Agreement and develop a strategic plan for implementation following district elections.

• Expand support for local governance structures and capacities; develop legislation and regulations to underpin local autonomy in revenue generation, financial management, administration, and service delivery.

• Clarify roles and responsibilities of civil service and political appointees at the local level and redouble efforts to ensure that merit-based appointment procedures are in place in all localities.

• Assess anticorruption institution mandates, authorities, resources, jurisdictions, and audit processes; further identify challenges related to duplication of effort, governance, transparency, operations, financial management, and human resources; streamline institutions, including coordination and communication structures and relations with external stakeholders; improve coordination of anticorruption efforts targeting illegal mining and the drug trade.

• Provide technical and material assistance to the Ministry of Interior to develop a strategy to expand women’s participation and leadership and combat gender-based violence within the Afghan National Police.

• Develop an independent, transparent complaints handling and investigation system to address legal violations committed by Afghan security forces, including monitoring and reporting mechanisms and enhanced accountability.

Human Rights

• Provide targeted assistance to civil society human rights awareness-raising, monitoring, and reporting organizations to strengthen research, documentation and reporting skills, and community outreach and consensus-building.

• Prioritize building public–civil society partnerships to develop and implement human rights policy and institutional reforms to better reflect community-level needs and challenges and facilitate a common vision.

• Expand material and technical support to the Ministry of Women’s Affairs and the Afghan Independent Human Rights Commission; strengthen transparency of appointment processes for new commissioners; enhance its political, functional, and
resource independence; develop coordinated initiatives and programs that highlight the role of women and girls in leadership, decision making, and peacebuilding at the local and national levels.

- Support independent monitoring, investigation, and reporting on arrests, harassment, threats, detentions, and killings of journalists and civil society representatives by government and nongovernmental actors.

- Provide technical support for implementation and enforcement of legislation on citizenship, persons with disabilities, elderly, women, children, and minorities in line with Afghanistan’s constitution and international human rights obligations; ensure that policy and statutory developments in these areas are backed by adequate and coordinated institutional and financial resources, including targeted capacity building as appropriate.

- Mandate equitable representation for disadvantaged and vulnerable groups in all high-level planning and policymaking bodies relating to governance, security, the justice system, and human rights, including clear eligibility and qualification criteria and transparent selection processes.

- Develop policies and rules for Afghan interaction with the International Criminal Court, refer cases as appropriate, and coordinate activities with investigations when feasible.

- Develop and implement clear, measurable targets for human rights developments under the Tokyo Framework and related agreements; establish concrete links between performance against targets and provision of financial and material support in other areas.
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